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ak 'crack open' (cf. a)
æ-ak 'opening, gap, fissure'
kak 'large wicker basket'
kyak 'be cooked; healed (sore);
be acquainted, recognize'
kyak 'continue without cessation,
as unpleasant noise'
krak 'fowl'
krak 'stretch out, extend and
make fast; cover (a drum)'
krak 'honor, glory, prosperity'
krak-swan 'onion'
krak-tu-
kyak-tu-
khak 'hard, difficult; harsh'
khak 'cover a vessel with net-
work of rattan, cord, etc.'
khak-ma' 'main branch of tree'
e-khak-ma'
e-khak 'branch of tree'
khak-ran 'a fork (of any kind)'
khak 'navel'
e-khyak-ma' 'central point'
khyak 'cook, prepare by fire'
khyak-khyak 'tickingly'
khyak-khran 'instantly'
e-khyak 'subject, matter; a
mark; a stroke, blow;
instantly'
khak 'scratch with nails' (cf.
khrac)
gyak-ka-li' 'armpit' (ka-li'
'tickle'? (cf. chak-ka-li)
hnak 'a bird'

hnak 'plantain, banana'
cak 'wheel' < Pali
cak 'fall in drops'
e-cak 'a drop'
cak 'transmit impetus; to propa-
gate or be propagated'
cak 'scratch off, by a sudden
jerk of finger-nail'
cak 'make equal in weight,
counterpoise'
cak 'sleep' (of divinity)
chak 'sp. of large sheep'
chak 'descendant of the 7th
generation'
chak 'connect, join, unite'
e-chak 'junction, joint; a
degree in lineage'
chak-chak 'certainly'
jak 'nape of neck'
jak 'bit of a bridle'
ñak 'be made fine, reduced to
powder'
hñak 'diminutive'
tak 'go up, ascend; advance,
increase' (cf. tha')
e-tak 'shoot from stump; spur of
cock'
tak (onomat.)
tak-tak 'clean gone'
tyak-tyak 'very'
thak 'sharp, keen'
thak-krap 'close, together'
thak-wak 'in halves'
thak-wai 'in cross-legged pos-
ture
e-thak 'upper part; prior time'
nak 'deep'
e-nak 'depth'
nak 'dark, of black color'
e-nak 'dark, black'
nak-phran 'tomorrow'
e-nak 'interpretation of a word, translation, version'
e-nak 'collection, mass, whole'
e-nak 'among (n. affix)
hnak 'beat; beat or drive in, ram down'
pak 'throw or toss with scooping motion; bail water'
pak 'shallow, as a dish'
pak-lak 'placed on the bottom or back, supine'
pyak 'be ruined, destroyed; fail'
pyak 'witty, comical; jest'
pyak 'add to, put into'
prak 'glance, as ray of light'
prak 'breath, width'
brak 'clearly'
prak-prak 'clearly'
phak 'leaf'
phak 'embrace, hug; match, unite'
phak (onomat.)
phak- 'kind of plant'
phak- 'kind of disease'
phyak 'destroy; oppose'
phyak-phyak (onomat.)
phrak-phrak (onomat.)
bhak 'a side, party'

\{ bhak \} 'a match, one of a pair; associate'
\{ bhak \} an associate'
bhak-ka-lap 'sp. of Ficus'
la-bhak 'tea'
mak 'covet, wish to enjoy'

sa-mak 'son-in-law'
mak 'dream'
cac-mak 'war'
mak 'put the helm to port'
myak 'gem'
myak 'eye'
\{ myak \} 'knot in timber'
myak 'be angry'
\{ myak \} 'anger'
myak 'sp. of shell'

\{ myak \} 'stick in the throat'

mrak 'grace'

mrak 'cut keenly; pungent'
hmak 'gadfly'

yak 'strike with stroke toward one's self; scratch'

\{ yak \} 'water flying off when'
rak 'dashed against some substance'

\{ rak \} 'day of 24 hours'
\{ rak \} 'day of 24 hours'

rak 'weave'
rak 'quick, violent'
rak 'be capable of (in regard to
to feeling)' (verb affix)
pän-rak 'juice of flowers'
wat-rak 'juice of flowers'
e-rak 'liquor'
hrač 'ashamed, shy'
e-hrač 'shame'
hrač 'joined, united by intersecting'
e-hrač 'a compound'
lak { 'arm, hand'
    e-lak
lak (astron. term)
lak 'shine, glitter'
lyak 'lick'
lyak (verb affix-continuative)
sak { 'breath, life'
    e-sak
sak-lu'm 'respiration'
sak 'go down, descend'
sak 'be moderate'
sak 'only, nothing else' (obs.)
sak-n'ai 'kind of grass used in thatching'
sak-ta'm' 'rainbow'
sak-se 'standard; witness'
hak 'to hawk, raise phlegm'
hak 'stretch (the mouth), to gag;
    to gash (bamboo) obliquely;
    to slit (the mouth)'
wak 'hog'
wk 'halve'
e-wak 'half'
hwak 'hide, conceal' (cf. phwak)
kwak 'make a circle or round spot; be spotted; be confined within a local area, as rain'
e-kwak 'round spot, compartment'
kwa-krwak 'rat, mouse'
kwa-krwak-kwak 'sizzling noise of boiling water'
kwak-kywak 'boiling water'
khwa 'concave, as a cup; sunken (as face); a cup'
e-khwak 'a kwet' (weight)
cwak 'add, superadd; intrude'
twak 'strike backward or sideways, as with elbow'
twak 'cipher, reckon; hold off, refuse to do'
e-twak 'account, reckoning'
thewak 'go and come out, emerge; rise; project'
e-thewak 'proceeds, exit'
pwak 'boil up and break, as
prwak 'boiling liquid'
pwak 'smell of water; mud
bwak 'puddle'
pwak- (onomat.)
bwak-
prwak 'utter'
phwak 'hide, conceal' (cf hwak)
bwak-di 'kind of medicinal plant'

mrwak 'utter, speak'
e-mrwak 'speech'
river 'leaf, sail'
e-river
river 'carry on the head'
lwak-lwak 'volubly'
swak 'not sticky, thin, rare, loose; dry; fluent, voluble'
O.B. Final -ok

ok 'under part, space under'
oc 'bring in, as tame elephant brings in wild one; catch, detect by questioning'
om 'musty, dark (in countenance)'
ok-kyñy 'small hornbill'
om-me' 'remember; recollect'
om-mái 'kind of creeper'
ok 'rice plant'
kok 'crooked; not upright'
e-kok 'a crook'
kok 'pick up, pick out, select'
e-kok 'duties, customs'
kyok 'stone, rock'
kyok 'smallpox, cowpox'
kyok 'back of an animal' (cf. kró, kyó)
kyok 'kick; push off (boat)'
krok 'fear, be afraid'
khok 'fold, double, turn back'
e-khok 'a fold; bark of tree; a time, turn'
khok 'knock, rap'
khok-hra 'woodpecker'
khyok (prn. gyok) 'chasm, gulf'
khyok 'frighten'
khrok 'frighten'
khyok-khyok 'rattlingly'
khrrok-khrrok 'rattlingly'
khrok 'six'
khrok 'dry'
e-khrok 'project, stick up or out'
nok 'female private parts' (vulg.)
cok 'steep'
ok 'deepness, depth'
ok (qual. verb affix)
chok 'sp. of coffeewort; spindle tree'
chok 'a chisel'
chok 'build, erect (house)'
e-chok 'a building'
e-hhôk 'germ, sprout'
tok 'blaze, flame, shine, glitter'
tok 'be poisoned'
tok 'make short, sharp sound, as by blow; fillip; cut by a single light blow; gnaw'
tok-ta 'mergui sago'
tok-tai 'large lizard'
tok-hra 'woodpecker'
dû-thok 'kneel'
ethok 'prop up; support'
e-thok 'a prop, brace'
ethok 'consider; have regard for'
e-thok 'consideration, regard'
ethok-krañ 'Terminalia' (tree)
dok 'stick used to hamper a creature'
dok- 'kind of tree'
nok 'space behind; past time'
e-nok 'the west'
nok 'dirty, foul; turbid'
hnok 'stir up, make turbid; agitate; molest'
hnok 'brains' (in û-hnok)
pok 'be pierced; go off, as gun; come out; sprout, as plant; be hatched; blister'
e-pok 'hole, opening; a drop'
pok 'strike forward and downward' (as in paddling, hoeing)
pok 'the Butea tree'
pok-ka-rui 'a hod'
pok-khruiik 'kind of official cap'
pok-chin 'axe'
pok-phat 'kind of caterpillar'
pyok 'disappear; be lost'
e-pyok 'loss'
prok 'be speckled, spotted'
e-prok 'painted or carved work'
prok-di 'cracker, squib'
prok-prok 'crackingly'
byok-byok
phok 'bore; fire (gun)'
phok-ka 'exchange goods, trade'
bhok-ka
e-phok 'a perforating'
e-phok 'a woof'
phyok 'cause to be lost, destroy'
phyok 'scratch, in order to'
phok-ka 'allay itching'
bok 'kind of plant'
bok 'dandruff'
bok-chif 'up and down'
bhok-kha-nai 'suddenly'
mok 'rounded, elevated in the center; high, towering'
e-mok 'crest, comb'
mok- 'kha-mok 'hat'
mok-ma 'strong, firm'
myok 'monkey'
myok 'yam'
mrok 'north'
mrok 'raised, elevated'
mrok (num. aux.)
e-mrok 'gun, cannon'
hmok 'place in prone position; upset, overturn''
e-hmok 'an overturn, upset'
hmok-to 'Sir, Madam' (obs.)
hmrk-toss up; raise, elevate, exalt; flatter'
e-hmrk 'flattery'
yok 'ladle'
yok 'wind around, as thread'
yok 'man' (homo)
rrok 'arrive, reach'
rrok-rak 'restless, disorderly'
yok-yak
hrok 'Citrus'
hrok 'adulterer' (Arak.)
hrok 'pass lengthways'
hrok- 'kind of rain which causes misfortune'
lok 'maggot'
lok 'bow for throwing pellets'
lok 'enough, sufficient'
e-lok 'enough'
lok 'to respect'
lok-ma 'kind of tree'
lyok 'a plate, wall plate'
lyok 'accord with, be agreeable
to' (cf. luik)
e-lyok 'accordance'
hlok 'put a small quantity into
    a larger' (cf. hloq)
sok  } 'to drink, smoke'
es-sok-
sok-kra 'planet Venus'
sok-hru' 'brilliant star'
hok 'be low, sunken, as a vessel
    not full' (cf. huik)
e-hok 'a hollow'
hok 'snore; roar' (cf. huik)
e-hok 'a roar; snoring'
hok 'there, at a distance'
    (prov.)
O.B. Final -uik

uik 'feel warm, close'
uik 'deep part of river' (cf. uin 'stagnant; a pond')
kuki 'a yard' < Beng.
kuiik 'large shears'
kuki 'spoke-shave'
kuki 'kind of scraper'
kuki 'bit with teeth or instrument; ache; take hold
(colors); shear; accord, agree'
e-kukiik 'compression between
teeth or in an instrument, a bite'
e-kukiik 'a sprout from a seed'
(obs.)
kyik 'gird up'
e-kyik 'a turn in a knot'
kyik-kyiik 'bubblingly'
kyiik-kyia 'swallow, gulp'
e-kyiik 'a gulp, swallow'
kiik 'to meet with, find'
kiik 'love, like, approve'
kiik 'hit, stroke against'
e-kiiik 'a hit; time being'
kiik 'shake, tremble'
kiik 'relish, enjoy'
kiik 'conceal' (cf. khyiik')
kiik 'nod, hang the head'
ciik 'erect, set upright, plant'
chiik 'arrive (at a place); be moored; hit (remark)'
tuik 'brick house; building; depository; district' < Mon?
tuik 'strike against; engage in combat; compare'
tuik 'give to drink'
theiik 'be worth, have a certain value; be worthy of; be fit'
theiik-thuik 'thickly'
iik 'heterogeneous mass of matter, drifting on water'
huik 'penetrate, dive into
(with the hand)'
huik (locative noun affix)
puik 'pregnancy'
wiim-puik 'outside of belly'
puik 'sweep net, seine'
puik 'hold in arms, hug'
puik 'punctuate, make stops in writing'
e-puik 'punctuation mark'
puik-chaam 'piece' < Beng.
pruiik-pruiik 'profusely, as perspiration or tears' (cf. phyuiq-phyuiq)
e-pruiik 'shorl, or black tourmaline'
e-phriik-kyok 'stone used in alchemy'
muik 'crucible, cupel'
muik 'dark; ignorant'
e-muiik 'darkness; a fool'
muik 'measure with breadth of fist'
e-muiik 'measure of length equal to eight finger-breadths'
mruik 'singed, scorched'

huik 'slightly concave'

mruik-mruik 'rapidly'

huik 'pant, be out of breath'

e-mruik 'amrita, nectar' < Pali?

huik (interj.)

e-hmruik 'refuse, dust'

hmmyuik } 'singe, scorch'

hmruik

ruik 'strike'

e-ruik-e-ra 'place, situation,

office' < e-rip-e-ra

hruike 'slightly concave' (cf.

hruiñ'

hruike 'draw into lungs with pro-

tracted effort'

luik 'follow, pursue; take

effect (as medicine); re-

semble; be in proportion,

correspond'

luik (verb affix)

luik 'give to boot, as in ex-

changing articles'

e-luik 'boot'

e-luik 'according to' (affix)

hluik 'be thrown up or out,

leaving concavity; swell up,

lie loose; feel uneasy' (cf.

hluin)

wuik 'curve round' (cf. wuin)

suike 'prophecy'

suike 'secret depository of treas-

ure'

suike 'sp. of bamboo'

suike-mruik 'be decent, behave

or dress with propriety'

e-suike 'nest (of bird or beast)'
ac 'unit, one'
ac 'cylindrical box'
ac 'squeeze, compress'
kyac 'twist tight and hard; scratch out'
kyac 'diminutive'
kyac- (onomat.)
kyac- 'oakum' < Beng.
khyaç 'love'
e-khyac 'love, affection'
khyac 'be burnt, as food'
khraç 'mark with the nails, scrape' (cf. khrak)
cac 'acacia tree'
cac 'war, battle'
cac 'filter, strain; examine'
e-cac 'examination; genuine'
cac- 'slight prick or twinge'
cac- 'chirpingly'
cac- 'chess' < Indic < Persian?
cac- 'species of arum'
chac 'cut in parts; be difficult, dangerous'
e-chac 'a joint'
chac 'cheapen, chaffer, haggle'
e-chac 'to boot, in addition'
chac 'hew (stone)'
ñac 'filthy, dirty'
e-ñac 'dirt, filth'
hñaç 'squeeze; milk'
tac 'one'
tac 'cut in pieces'
e-tac 'a piece, bit'
tac 'stick fast in a passage'
tac- 'weightily, heavily'
thac 'notch; interrupt; hit slightly with the fist'
e-thac 'a notch, gap; a knob; a step, stair'
thac-thac- 'vigorous'
nac 'sink into, be immersed'
e-nac 'sediment, dregs'
nac 'go back'
nac (intense. for whiteness)
ca'-nac 'estimate of building'
hnac 'heart'
e-hnac 'solid substance, as of tree, heartwood'

hnac }
       'year'
e-hnac }
hnac 'two'

hnac 'make to sink, immerse'
pac }
       'throw; throw away'
prac }
       'weave grass'
prac }
       'evil result; guilt'
byac }
       'thick, dense'
phyac }
       'sputter, crackle'
phrac }
       'rub between thumb and fingers, squeeze'
phrac 'be, exist'
e-phrac 'a state of being, condition'
mrac 'river'
mrac 'great-grandchild'
mrac 'impede, obstruct'  e-hac 'loud call from a distance'

e-mrac 'the light accent'

(interrupts the sound)

e-mrac 'root, bottom, origin'

mrac-thwè 'gull'

hmyac 'bamboo sprout'

yac 'drunk; intoxicated'

rac 'pheasant'

rac 'spinning wheel, frame;
irrigation water-wheel'

rac 'wind around, encircle'

e-rac 'an installment'

rac (verb. affix = remaining
behind)

hrac 'eight'

hrac- 'sp. of gingerwort'

hrac- 'rapidly, swishingly'

hrac- 'kind of tree'

hrwac- (onomat.)

lac 'be a little open; be neg-
lected'

lac- 'fluttering'

lyac- be in neutral state of
mind'

hlac 'to open'

sac 'wood, timber'

sac 'small animal of tiger
genre'

sac 'measure with the breadth
of a finger'

e-sac 'a finger's breadth'

sac 'new, not old'

e-sac 'new; afresh'

hac 'call loudly, shout, scream'
kat 'hard, difficult'
kat 'press with a lever'
krat (prn. krac) 'darken'
krat-krat 'light, pale'
krat- 'kind of tree'
khat 'strike with side or back blow'
khat 'put into, to complete it'
pat 'thirsty, hungry'
chat 'descendant of sixth generation'
chat 'brittle'
tat 'know how, be skilled in'
e-tat 'science, skill'
tat (verb. affix, closing sentence)
nat 'demon, god'
hnat 'apply odiferous substance to nose, etc.'
hnat 'heddles'
pat 'small cylindric drum'
pat 'wind around, encircle'
e-pat 'a round, circuit'
prat 'be cut in two'
phat 'read audibly' < Indic
bhat 'interpret, as dream'
bhat phat 'dress (cotton) with bow-string'
phat 'fresh, glossy'
phat 'dry'
e-phat 'what remains of a thing after juice is extracted'
phat- 'loose and flappingly'
phyat 'quick in speech, fluent'
phrat 'cut in two'
brat (onomat.)
bhat 'cooked rice' < Pali
mat 'husband's y. br.'
mat 'weight equal to four pee'
mat 'person of rank, noble-
e-mat 'man'
mat 'erect, upright'
e-mrat 'gain, profit; excellent'
mmrat 'love; respect'
mmrat- 'kind of creeper'
hmat 'touchstone for rubbing'
hmat 'make a mark; observe'
e-hmat 'a mark, sign'
lat 'fresh, new'
lat 'middling'
e-lat 'middle'
lat 'suddenly'
e-lat 'the mark (c); a heat'
sat 'stop; kill'
e-sat 'strike with blow of arms'
hat 'waterfall' < Shan
O.B. Final -wat

wat 'duty, service'
wat 'put on, wear'
e-wat 'a garment'
wat- 'flower'
wat- 'freely, without fear of offending'
kywat 'loosed, freed; entire'
e-kywat 'release'
kywat } 'small land-leech'
krwat
kywat 'descendant of fifth generation'
kywat- 'viscidly; drawling'
kywat- 'kind of evergreen'
hkywat 'crackling, rustling'
cwat 'be moistened, wet'
chwat 'pluck'
chwat 'very white'
jwt 'obstinately'
ňwat 'be bent down, stoop'
hňwat 'bend down'
twat 'murmur, complain'
thwat 'fleshy excrescence'
thwat 'tender, delicate'
nwat- 'currency note' < Eng?
pwat 'rub, grind, churn'
pwat 'turner's lathe'
prwat 'a squirt, syringe, pump'
prwat 'grow in clusters, throng'
prwat 'a cluster, bunch'
phwat 'guana, lizard'
phwat- 'disease of nose'
mwat 'hungry or thirsty'
hmwat 'be fine, smooth'
rwat 'double cord'
rwat 'recite, repeat from memory'
rwat 'old, tough'
e-rwat 'dry, flabby flesh'
rwat 'twilled'
lwat } 'be at liberty, free'
e-lwat
hlwat 'official building'
hlwat 'free, release'
swat 'blood that collects and tends to putrefaction'
swat 'put into (small opening)'
swat 'bloated'
ut 'brick'
ut (astron. term)
ut 'noisy'
kut 'lever used for prying'
kut 'scratch; hold fast over shoulders'
kut 'struggle, endeavor'
kut-kui 'sp. of acacia'
kut-hf 'difficulty of breathing'
khut 'gash, chop, cut, beat (metal)'
krut 'small box'
krut 'rubbed off, peeled off'
krut- 'intensely'
khyut- 'frugal'
krup- 'wasteful'
put 'remains'
cut 'hair-pencil'
cut 'torn; tangled'
cut 'suck, imbibe, absorb'
cut (astron. term)
chut 'tear, sever'
chut 'retreat'
e-chut 'the lungs'
jut 'stubborn'
jwat

tut 'bats'
tut 'break slightly'
tut- 'a disease of cattle'
tut-tut (onomat.)
tut 'to swell'
tut 'chubby, stout, short, thick'
e-tut-e-khwan 'revenue'

thut
thut 'take out, produce; put out'

thut-khyug 'straight through crosswise'
hmut 'mouth; womb'
mut 'take out, extract'

put 'bulbul'
bwat

put 'large wicker basket'
put 'slap, rap, beat (with hand)'
put- 'together; clump'
put- 'chameleon' (cf. phwat 'iguana')

prut 'roughness, unevenness of surface'

prut 'boil'

prut 'unloosed'

phut 'evil spirit' < Pali

phut 'dust'

phut 'ant-lion'

phut 'roast, burn, by putting on or into fire'

e-phut 'a tuft, clump'

phrut 'sand-fly'

phrut 'loose'

phrut 'suddenly'

but 'crow pheasant, coucal'

bhut 'aloes'

mut 'arch'

mut 'urine' < Pali
mut  }  'measure with breadth
e-mut  }  of fist'
mut-chit  }  'beard'
mut-nå  }
hmut  'blow with the mouth'
yut  'inferior, mean'
e-yut-  'at least'
hrut  'to put down'
rut-  instantly'
lut-  'feebly, slowly'
wut-  'grunt'
sut  'wipe'
sut  'semen'
sut  'sweep, as the wind'
e-sut  'what is taken away at
     one swoop; company'
sut-taám  'fishing rod'
sut-  'quickly'
hut  'true'
e-hut  'truth, right'
it 'bag'
kyit 'a kind of grain'
  e-kyit 'hard, indurated;
  difficult'
krit 'shears' < Bahing kri
  krit?
kyit 'to shear'
krit 'creese'
kyit 'creese' < Malay?
kyit- 'creak'
krit 'grind'
krit 'a kind of grass, Job's
  tears'
khyit 'hook, catch with a hook;
  bespeak; a hook, clasp'
  e-khyit 'waving, as stripes'
cit 'split; divide into several
  parts'
  e-cit 'a quarter, division'
cit 'mind, soul, spirit' < Pali
  chit 'goat'
chit 'quiet, calm'
chit 'pinch, nip with the nails,
  peck, as a fowl'
ñit 'nod the head; lean a little,
  as a post'
tit 'omen' < Pali
  e-tit 'the past' < Pali
tit 'quiet, still'
thit 'stocks, for confinement'
  thit 'startle, be frightened'
pit 'cotton cloth'
pit 'mucus from intestines'
pit 'shut up, close, stop up'
pit-khyâq 'the cubeb'
bit 'at all' (used in negative
  sentences)
phit
  e-phit 'invite, offer to give,
  invite to take'
bhit
  e-bhit
phit
  'spill'
  e-phit
phit- 'glitter'
mít 'prickly heat'
mrit-ca 'thrum, threads by which
  warp is connected'
e-mrit 'dangling end or border
  of anything, as a fringe'
hmit 'shut the eye, wink'
rit 'reap, mow, shave'
hit 'prestige, the power of a
  name' < Pali?
e-hit 'born out of a certain
  privileged state' (Pali e-
  prefix)
ap 'needle'
ap 'commit, deliver, hand over'
ap 'apply, put together flatwise'
ap 'be right, proper'
kap 'era' < Pali kappa
kap 'texture made of bamboos, split and interwoven; a hurdle'
kap 'join, unite, put together flatwise; stick to, adhere; adjoin one another'
kap 'offer respectfully (to a priest)'
kap- "Urena hemp"
kap-pai 'small scales used by goldsmiths'
kyap } 'a tical'
ő-kyp } 'soot; wooden frame used
krap } as gridiron" (only in comb.)
kyap } 'make tight by binding;
krap } tight, hard bound, as earth'
kyap } 'round flat piece of wood
gyap } used for small wheel'
krap 'superintend, watch over and direct'
ő-krap 'subordinate officer'
khap 'dip up, draw, as water'
khap 'arrive at'
khap 'rather'
khap-pra 'pinchbeck' (an alloy)
khap-sfm 'all, the whole'
kyap 'oval betel box'
kyap 'mark, observe; take mental note of, remember'
kyap 'be flat and thin; insert a flat thin thing between two surfaces'
ő-khyap 'what is flat and thin'
ő-khyap 'petal of a flower'
kyap 'subside, dry up, as a sore; be reduced, as a swelling'
grap 'sp. of water-serpent'
cap 'hot, pungent'
ő-cap 'anything putrid or rotten'
cap 'join, unite, connect; make indirectly related; blend colors in painting; gunwale of a boat'
-cap 'a joint, seam'
chap 'repay'
chap 'millet'
chap-pra 'soap'
ñap 'be pinched, squeezed between two, jammed'
hñap 'pinch, squeeze, press between two; express, press out; blacksmith's tongs; a bud-tie'
tap 'barrier raised for military defense; regiment; encampment'
tap 'put in, fix in'
tap 'have an appetite for; lust after'
tap 'be certain'
æ-tap 'certainly'
thatp 'place one on another, add to; repeat, do again'
æ-thap 'a layer'
thatp 'exchange, barter'
thatp-thap 'nearly dry'
drap 'matter' < Pali
nap 'be sufficiently cooked; be well informed, knowing'
æ-nap 'cooked food; meal'
bhi-nap 'a sandal; plinth; pedestal'
hnap 'mucus of the nose, snot'
pap 'be a crevice, crack open'
æ-pap 'a fold of certain trees; the calyx of a flower'
pyap { 'be low, squat, flat, and
prap { broad; be in a low, stooping posture'
phap-phap 'moist, wet'
byap 'flat wooden dish, tray'
byap 'flat piece of bamboo used for throwing stones'
yap 'a fan; to fan; beckon with the hand'
rap 'stand; stop, halt, remain'
æ-rap 'stature, height; place, situation, country'
hrap 'clam'
hrap 'graze, pass over slightly touching; cursory, slight'
lap 'a present; luck' < Pali
lap 'a quotient'
lap (astrol. term)
lap 'be uncovered; be empty, disengaged'
lyap-lyap 'wavingly, as a flag'
hlap 'uncover; neglect; leave vacant, leave open'
e-hlap 'anything peeled off; flake; petal of flower'
hlyap 'lightning'
hlyap 'very thin, flimsy; light, rapid; glitter; be vain, wanton'
e-hlyap 'a thin substance; a flash (of light)'
hlyap 'extort money under a false pretense'
e-hlyap 'extortion by false pretenses''
sap 'a wedge'
sap 'stroke with the hand;
      smooth down, whittle bam-
      boo''
sap-pai 'handsome, elegant, well-
dressed (applied to deity,
priests, idols)''
sap-rap 'be well arranged, in
      handsome order'
sap-sap 'at all'(in negative sentences)
hap 'join, unite, connect' (in comb. cap-hap)
hap 'bite at, as a fish or dog;
      snatch in eating; attract,
as a magnet'
wap 'kneel with the head bowed down; sit as a fowl, incubate; lie down as an animal'

kwap 'bind or overlay the edge or border of anything; clamp, make fast by binding; enforce orders; discipline; castrate'

e-kwap 'the binding or border of edge; a chief (of a town)'

krwap 'bismuth; dirty scurfiness'

krwap 'be crackingly brittle, as a dried leaf; irritable; energetic'

e-krwap 'tourmaline' (a mineral)

khwap 'engage in combat, fight; come in contact, conjunction'

khrwap-khrwap } 'rustlingly'
grwap-grwap

swap 'put into, as a finger to a ring; thread or thrid; follow a path'

cwap 'accuse falsely, on suspicion'

cwap 'drive along the ground (by animals); runner of a sled'

twap 'nibble, as a fish at a bait; cut, chip, as precious stones'

twap-twap (intense. for redness)

thwap 'squeeze (out of a socket)'

phwap 'cleanse; clean rice by pounding, or clothes by beating'

rwap 'quick in temper, rough, violent'

swap 'zinc'

swap 'be slightly deranged'
up 'cover, rule'
e-up 'a number placed together, as under one cover; a ruler'
up-hmwan 'kind of potato plant'
up-hrac 'the Bengal quince'
kup 'nape of neck'
kup 'tread, copulate'
kup jot, mark down, note'
kup 'be curved, bent down at the end; crouch from fear'
kup 'lever' (cf. kut)
kup 'kind of snare'
gup 'strike with paw, strike forward'
khyup 'sew, bind; confine; cut off; imprison; control, rule'
e-khyup 'a chief; a bond'
khyup 'thorny tree'
khrup 'be in a strait'
gyup- 'carpenter's plane'
qup 'dive, go beneath; be swallowed up, lost; disappear; be latent'
cup- (intensive)
chup 'clinch hand'
tup 'plank placed at side of ditch, to prevent earth from caving in'
tup 'sting; jerk'
tup 'kneel, bend the knees'
tup 'tie together, as hands and feet'
thup 'crossbeam, tie beam'
thup 'wrap up'
e-thup 'a bundle, package'
nup 'small, fine, implying many particles; mean, paltry'
pup 'rotten'
e-pup 'anything rotten'
pup 'dark, gloomy'
bhâ-prup 'toad' (bhâ 'frog')
hrup 'be submerged; buried; disappear'
hmrup 'submerge'
e-hmrup 'foth, scum; an embryo'
rup 'alchemical composition' < Pali?
rup 'matter; corporeal frame, appearance' < Pali
rup 'take in, withdraw'
hrup 'snuff up, sip, sup'
rup- 'instantly'
hrup 'tangled'
lup 'cavity'
e-lup 'a sore which follows smallpox'
lup 'feed one's self'
e-lup 'a quantity of food taken up in the fingers'
lup 'work, do'
e-lup 'work, business'
hlup 'stir, move'
sup- 'shaggy'
hup- 'that, yon'
0.B. Final -ip

ip 'become dry'
ip 'lie down, sleep'
ê-ip 'sleep'
kyip 'ten'
khyip  'lac'
khrip

cip 'set close together'
cip 'count beads'
chip 'shore, landing place'
chip  'poison, venom'
ê-chip
	tam-chip 'seal, stamp'
thip  'top, summit'
ê-thip

nip 'be kept down'
hnip  'crush, oppress'
ê-hnip

rip 'throw shadow, to hint at'
ê-rip 'shadow, shade; a hint'
lip 'title of a book or writing'
< Pali

lip 'tortoise, turtle'
lip 'roll up, curl, be turned, as an edge'
ê-lip 'a roll, curl'
lip-pra 'butterfly'
lip-lâñ 'meet with an accident'
lip-rûi 'kind of tree furnishing white wood for carpenter's tools'

sa-lip 'phlegm'
sip 'put to sleep by lulling'
sip 'compress, crowd, ram'
O.B. Final -aŋ

aŋ 'kind of tree'
əŋ 'earthen cup or bowl'
əŋ 'strength, force'
ap 'feign unwillingness, hold off'
ap' (onomat.), also 'be uneasy in stomach'
ap' 'hum!' (interj.)
əŋ 'true, yes' (coll.)
ap 'pond, pool'
ap 'table divided into columns'
kaŋ 'broil, roast'
kaŋ- 'soap acacia creeper'
kaŋ 'centipede, scorpion'
kaŋ 'watchhouse, sentry post'
kaŋ 'be free from, exempted, liberated'
kaŋ 'form, as fruit in earliest stage'
ə-kaŋ 'fruit in first state after blossom'
kaŋ- 'plumbago'
kyŋ 'excrement'
kyŋ 'sift for gold'
kyəŋ 'red' (intensive)
kyəŋ 'be acquainted with, familiar, understand well'
kyəŋ- 'carpenter's square'
ə-kyəŋ 'pin, bolt, bar'
kyəŋ 'do, perform, practise'
ə-kyəŋ 'a deed'
kyəŋ' 'tense, tight'
krəŋ' 'hollow place in ground, trench'
kyəŋ 'spread out, put in order, arrange'
kyəŋ 'wash slightly, rinse, gargle,' also 'stoke, strop, set, as razor'
kraŋ 'love' (cf. kyaŋ-)
ə-ken 'whatever, whatso'
khaŋ 'be attached to'
khaŋ-tit 'a kind of owl' (rare)
kaŋ (verbal tense affix)
khaŋ-pup 'a kind of owl'
ə-kaŋ 'thread, skein or hank of thread'
kaŋ- 'roof; strip of high ground'
ə-kaŋ 'valve; mouthpiece'
khəŋ 'spread open, expand; expand' (cf. kyaŋ)
ə-kaŋ 'anything spread out'
khyaŋ 'wish, desire'
khyaŋ-khyaŋ 'clinkingly'
khyaŋ- 'kind of tree' (seed used as weight)
khyaŋ- 'lion'
khraŋ- 'compute, calculate, ponder'
khyəŋ 'ginger'
khyaŋ 'a Chin'
khyaŋ 'you'
khyaŋ 'a single one'
khyaŋ 'bore, pierce, penetrate' (cf. khwəŋ)
ə-khyaŋ 'diameter'
khre-khyāq 'anklet, fetters'
khyāq (verbal affix = until)
e-khyāq-myā 'quarrel'
khyāq (verbal affix, expresses regret)
e-khyāq 'a kind of song'
è-khrāq 'mutually'
e-khyāq 'one who is connected with another'
khyāq (intensive for 'red')
e-khyāq 'afterbirth'
khrāq 'mosquito'
khrāq 'measure with measure of capacity'
khrāq- 'marrow'
khrāq 'rafter, board; name of tree'
e-khrāq 'bamboo rafter'
khrāq 'light, open basket'
khrāq (verb. affix)
e-khrāq 'an act, deed; circumstance; conduct'
gyaq 'a top' (toy)
gyaq 'an ark shell'
neq } 'pull, draw, spin; gasp'
neq 'frame, stage'
neq 'clear, pure'
neq 'even' (adv.)
ceq 'be extended in straight line'
è-caq 'a stripe'
caq 'species of yam'
caq 'elephant'
caq 'make, construct'
caq- 'kind of tree'
caq- 'think'
caq 'joist'
caq 'place one upon another; step, grade'
e-caq 'one thing placed above another, a step, degree; storey'
caq 'descend'
caq 'stretch out'
e-caq 'appearance; color'
caq 'shake slantingly, as flour; smooth by gentle strokes'
caq-rāi 'desstitute, poor'
jaq 'piece of wood over arletree'
jaq- 'species of terr'
jaq- 'species of tortoise'
naq- 'have a settled dread'
= graq-
naq- 'pleasant, soft, quiet, gentle'
hrāq 'kind of trumpet'
hhrāq 'cutaneous disease appearing as white spot'
hhrāq 'cut into long slices'
(= mrrāq)
hhrāq 'soft, gentle, quiet'
ka-hrāq 'wood oil tree'
ta-ñâŋ 'spool, reel of a log-line' (cañâŋ 'inga tree')
tañ 'breeches, posterior'
tañ 'put or place upon; do beforehand'
tañ- 'comorant'
tañ- 'syrup, molasses, boiled juice of tree'
tañ' 'appear well, be comely,
ñ-ñañ 'proper'
tañ 'measure of capacity'
ñ-ñañ ' (bushel)
tañ 'tighten, become tense, stiff'
ñ-ñañ 'stubbornly; forcibly'
tañ- 'shed, shelter for cattle'
tañ- 'coverlet'
tañ- 'mallet'
tañ- 'species of bamboo'
ñañ 'be visible, appear, be conspicuous; think'
ñ-ñañ 'thought'
ñañ 'fuel, firewood'
ñañ 'be permanently stained'
ñañ- 'pine, fir'
dañ- (intens. for hardness)
nañ 'you'
nañ- 'you, your'
ñañ 'crammed, stuffed, tight'
ñañ 'tread on; sink in water'
kheñañ 'shoe'
hñañ 'drive along, drive away'
hñañ- 'common, middling'
hñañ' (connective affix = with)
hñañ' (verb. affix, imper. in neg. sentence)
hnañ 'dew, fog, mist'
hnañ 'tuberose, any land lily'
hñañ- 'rose tree'
hnañ 'give, deliver over'
paña 'plant or tree'
ñ-ñañ 'tired, fatigued' (cf. phà)
paña 'even' (adv.)
paña-lai 'ocean'
paña 'raise, lift'
paña 'invite'
paña- 'spider'
paña 'join, combine with'
ñ-ñañ- 'a society'
paña 'impede, obstruct'
ñ-ñañ 'substance forced into body by magic'
paña 'prepare, put in order,
paña 'correct'
paña 'be lazy; be loath, reluctant'
paña 'the outside'
ñ-ñañañ 'the surface, outside of a thing'
paña 'be violent; very; loud; virulent'
phañ 'anus'
phañ 'be in a strait between two, unsettled'
phañ 'procrastinate, delay'
phyañ 'cotton cloth'
phyañ 'be much, abundant'
phyañ 'clear, disentangle'
phyâŋ 'empty, void, useless'
  e-phyâŋ 'chaff'
phyâŋ 'hew off (useless parts)'
phraŋ' (instr. affix = by means of)
bhaŋ 'an ordure'
bhaŋ 'ancestor of fifth degree'
  e-bhaŋ (also e-phaŋ)
bhaŋ 'pewter'
bhaŋ 'tumor in the groin, bubo'
maŋ 'like, love'
maŋ (prn. hmaŋ) 'ink'
hmaŋ
maŋ 'ruler, governor, official'
  e-maŋ 'hollow head of tool, weapon'
  maŋ
  e-maŋ 'you'
maŋ- 'mangosteen'
maŋ- 'bolt'
maŋ-dông 'pheasant' (cf. u'-dông)
maŋ- 'kind of plant'
maŋ- 'dust'
maŋ 'see'
  e-maŋ 'sight, appearance'
maŋ- 'kind of bamboo'
maŋ 'high'
  e-maŋ 'height'
maŋ 'horse'
maŋ 'wen, tumor'
maŋ- 'kind of shrub; tree'
maŋ- 'shin'
hmaŋ 'dream' (comp.)
  e-hmaŋ 'stiff hair, bristles'
hmyâŋ 'draw out long, make slender' (cf. mraŋ')
hmyâŋ- 'shrimp'
hmyâŋ 'moderate, gentle; make plant'
e-hmyâŋ 'string, thread, fiber, nerve'
yaŋ 'fly, insect'
yaŋ 'that'
yaŋ 'bamboo texture (weir), shade, curtain'
yaŋ- 'kind of creeper; tree; ebony'
yaŋ- 'be partial'
raŋ 'breast'
  kha-raŋ 'barnacle'
  kha-raŋ 'variety of bamboo'
raŋ 'mature, firm'
e-raŋ 'maturity'
raŋ 'repeat melodiously, chant'
raŋ 'to trail'
raŋ 'be rude'
raŋ 'be at bottom, deep-seated; place for accumulation'
e-raŋ 'bottom, foundation; original, own; capital, stock'
raŋ-cwâi 'ladder'
raŋ- 'kind of plant'
e-raŋ 'nearness, presence' (cf. nf-raŋ)
hraŋ 'probationer for priesthood'
hraŋ 'lord'
e-hraq 'owner, proprietor; master, saq
     lord'
hraq 'live, be alive'
e-hraq 'alive'
haarq 'kind of tree'
haarq 'platinum'
haarq 'perspicuous, clear, free
     from'
laq 'screach owl'
laq 'species of spurgewort'
e-laq 'small remainder, as dregs'
lac 'high raised frame, stage'
lac 'tarry, wait for'
lac' (verb. affix, imper. in
     neg.)
laq 'husband'
lAQ 'be light (not dark)'
e-laq 'light'
lAQ 'shallow brass bowl'
lAQ 'vulture; heron; bird'
lAQ 'bat; squirrel; rat snake'
lAQ 'sail; mast'
lAQ 'porpoise; fish'
lAQ 'bow'
lAQ 'mirage; glitteringly, as
     clothes'
lAQ 'scarecrow'
lyaq  'be quick, swift'
e-lyaq  'be quick, swift'
hyaq 'do before, beforehand'
e-hyaq 'prior time'
hyAQ (verb. affix, continua-
tive)
saq 'kind of tree' (Thalia)(Hopea)

saq 'thou, you'

saq 'learn; teach'
saq 'pull off, skin off'
e-saq 'peeling off'
saq 'garment of priest'
saq 'fabulous head'
saq 'razor'
saq 'offering of food'
saq 'oblong blackboard used as
     slate'
saq 'ship' < Malay
saq 'suitable, proper'
e-saq 'ready, prepared'
saq 'befall, come upon'
saq (freq. prn. dÀq) 'that' (cf.
     yÀq)
saq 'unite, associate'
e-saq 'a society'
saq 'emit pleasant odor'
saq 'castrate'
saq 'serpent, ant-eater,
     tortoise'
saq 'earth'
saq 'grave'
saq 'verdigris, jasper'
haq  'whine'
haq  'whine'
haq' (interj., surprise)
haq 'curry'
haq 'lie open, be uncovered'
haq 'vermilion'
waŋ 'race, succession' < Pali
waŋ 'enter, go or come in'
waŋ- 'hermit crab'
waŋ' 'swing around; spin; boast'
waŋ-rûi 'spindle'
e-waŋ 'spindleful of thread'
wâŋ 'fence made of wrought materials'
wâŋ 'brightly yellow'
e-wâŋ 'yellow color'
kwâŋ 'level spot of ground, plain'
kwâŋ 'bend into ring; go round'
e-kwâŋ 'a circle, ring, loop'
kârwaŋ 'remain, be left'
e-kârwaŋ 'a remainder'
khwâŋ 'be bent, curved'
e-khwâŋ 'place where a thing is located, or work is performed'
e-khwâŋ' 'business, affair; commission, permission; right'
khwâŋ 'strike at; pierce, penetrate' (cf. khyâŋ)
khywaŋ- 'jinglingly' (cf. khyâŋ-)
khrwaŋ 'leave, let remain'
cwaŋ' 'be erected, elevated, perched on high'
twaŋ 'scoop, bore'
twaŋ 'cupping horn or glass'
twaŋ 'call by name'
twaŋ 'be performed with'
e-twaŋ 'dispatch'
twaŋ (locative affix)
twaŋ 'hole, pit'
e-twaŋ 'inside, inner part of thing'
twaŋ 'compartment of rice-field'
twaŋ- 'kind of evergreen tree'
thwaŋ 'clear out of way; make clear'
thwaŋ 'make a hole into, scoop out'
nwâŋ- 'kind of plant'
hnwaŋ 'skin, peel off'
pwaŋ 'expand, open; blossom'
e-pwaŋ 'a blossom'
phwaŋ 'open'
e-phwaŋ 'an exposition; the act of opening'
hmwaŋ }
\quad 'gash obliquely, as
hmrmwaŋ } fish'
ywâŋ 'settle out of place; deteriorate'
hrwâŋ 'be free; rejoice'
e-hrwâŋ-krê-câ 'prostitute'
lwaŋ 'unoccupied space beyond houses'
lwaŋ 'glossy, shining'
lwaŋ 'be blown away; driven out of course; scattered and lost; faded'
hlwaŋ 'blow away; dissipate; throw away'
e-swaŋ 'form'
swaŋ- 'limpidly'
swaŋ 'put into'
e-swaŋ 'putting in'
O.B. Final -oŋ

onq 'beat, conquer; be full, complete; a fee'
e-onq 'a fee'
onq (verb. affix, continuative)
onq'be prevented from flowing or moving in a natural way; restrain; a moment' (cf. uiŋ 'stagnant')
donq 'Tibetan bull'
donq 'rest, remain still; lie dormant; hide'
e-koŋ 'animal body, animal'
e-koŋ 'dead body'
keŋ 'good'
kuŋ- 'kind of tree'
kyōŋ 'monastery'
kyōŋ 'feed, tend cattle'
e-kyōŋ 'keeper of cattle'
kroŋ 'cat'
kroŋ 'be of various colors, as a tiger'
kroŋ 'cheat, swindle'
kroŋ- 'with eyes wide open, staring'
kroŋ' (noun affix, causative)
krōŋ 'draw a line; run eye along line of reading'
e-krōŋ 'a line; long mark; road; furrow; antecedent, cause'
krōŋ 'cause, reason'
e-krōŋ (conj.)
koŋ 'liquor made from rice'
koŋ 'top, summit'
e-koŋ 'top, acme'
koŋ 'excavate in slanting direction; slant, be out of the way'
e-koŋ 'a slant, a turning from the straight line'
koŋ-taŋ 'pen; pipe'
koŋ- 'hibiscus, rose'
koŋ 'head; principal part; large root'
e-koŋ 'large tuberous root'
koŋ 'be hollow; trough, canoe'
e-koŋ 'hollow, cavity'
koŋ- 'few, scarce'
kuŋ 'cylindrical basket'
kuŋ 'pot with perforated bottom'
kuŋ 'loose; lean, thin; be out of the way'
kuŋ 'valley'
kuŋ 'stream'
kuŋ 'peep, look slyly'
e-kuŋ 'a bar, long piece'
kuŋ 'windpipe'
kuŋ 'ascendingly, as smoke'
kuŋ 'kind of bird'
kuŋ- 'stretched out straight'
koŋ 'any sharp thing sticking out; sharp stump or thorn'
koŋ 'coverlet, mantle'
koŋ 'lay by for future use, wait'
e-koŋ 'side or border'
e-koŋ 'num. aux. for writings and
books'    toq- 'Taungthu; farmer'
con'  'wait, watch, take care of'
toq  'south'
e-con'  'watchman, guard'
koq  'measure with a cubit'
cōŋ 'lute, harp'
etoq  'a cubit'
cōŋ  'be placed obliquely; incline; prejudice'
etoq  'burn with lust'
ŏ-cong  'edge, sharp side, jamb'
etoq  'wing, limb'
cōŋ  'species of tannin tree'
etoq  'quill; wing'
choŋ  'bear, carry; conduct'
toq  'staff, stick'
ŏ-choŋ  'anything borne about the
etoq  'a quiver'
body, as a charm'
toq  'stiff, firm'
choŋ  'a building'
toq-  'long for'
ŏ-choŋ  'the verbena'
etoq  'basket'
etoq  'part of blade which is
etoq  'ask for, demand'
inserted in handle'
etoq  'short, as a garment'
choŋ  'thrust, push, butt,
etoq (verb. affix, intensive)
stamp, thump'
choŋ  'prison, jail'
choŋ  'cold season'
toŋ  'set a trap'
choŋ  'cover with umbrella; wear
etoq  'place in upright posi-
toŋ-  'a hat'
tion; be proud'
etoq  'a thousand'

jok  'frame on which corpse is laid'

jok  'a stable'

jok  'pound'

jok  'frame on which corpse is laid'
don  'peacock' (= u'-dōŋ)

jok  'a stable'
don-  'anthrax fever'

jok  'a stable'
dhōŋ  'person employed in

jok  'an ache, feeling of
etoq  'future time'
stiffness'

jok  'future time'

jok  'an ache, feeling of
etoq-  'regret, be sorry'
stiffness'

jok  'regret, be sorry'

jok  'future time'

jok  'future time'

jok  'elder brother'
noŋ- 'backward and forward'
noŋ- (onomat., tinkling of bells)
hnoŋ e-hnoŋ- 'tie, bind'
hnoŋ 'annoy, molest, thwart'
e-hnoŋ 'back of knife; head of punch'
hnɔŋ 'be after, later'
e-hnɔŋ 'coming after, last'
pnɔŋ 'thigh'
e-pnɔŋ 'thigh; side of door'
pnɔŋ 'superadd lengthwise; attach to the side of'
pnɔŋ 'pawn, mortgage'
e-pnɔŋ 'property pawned'
pnɔŋ 'breadfruit tree'
pnɔŋ 'arched covering, or roof'
pnɔŋ 'weeds, shrubs, bushes'
pnɔŋ 'collect and unite in one; put in turban; sun'
e-pnɔŋ 'many, all'
pnɔŋ 'bake in oven, steam'
pnɔ- 'floor timber'
pnɔ- bhi 'trousers'
pyɔŋ 'limber, pliant, flexible'
e-proŋ-ma-yə 'concubine'
pnɔŋ 'buffalo, bison'
pnɔŋ 'bright, shining'
pnɔŋ 'be unfeeling; shameless'
pnɔŋ 'be clear, clean, as vacant spot of ground'
pnɔŋ 'species of millet'
pnɔŋ 'tube used for blowing or projecting; blowpipe'
prnɔŋ 'change place, remove'
phoŋ 'raft, float'
boŋ 'rise, a blister, bubble'
phoŋ 'cornice, facing'
phoŋ 'reed'
phoŋ- 'gray'
phyoŋ 'make limber, yielding'
phroŋ 'straight, make straight'
e-phroŋ-khaŋ 'plead guilty'
boŋ 'the Vedas' < Pali byɔŋ- 'tumultuously'
brɔŋ 'company, congregation'
moŋ 'brother of a woman'
e-moŋ 'kind of tree'
mɔŋ 'arm'
mɔŋ 'Burmese gong'
mɔŋ 'threaten, drive away'
e-mɔŋ 'driving'
mɔŋ 'dark red or purple'
mwɔŋ 'long narrow valley'
mwɔŋ 'artificial ditch, trench'
mwɔŋ 'narrow'
hmɔŋ 'very dark, darkness'
hmɔŋ 'disturb, annoy'
e-hmɔŋ 'an annoyance'
hmoŋ 'fasten on lengthwise; keep close to side of, adhere'
hmɔŋ 'slice lengthwise'
e-hmɔŋ 'lateral angle'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yoq</th>
<th>'knot of hair worn by men'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>syoq</td>
<td>'make a mistake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youq-</td>
<td>'assume an appearance'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youq-</td>
<td>'pudding stick' (= yok-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youq-</td>
<td>'hornbill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youq-</td>
<td>'little'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yóq</td>
<td>'very dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roq</td>
<td>'brightness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-roq</td>
<td>'appearance; color; lustre'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoq</td>
<td>'bark'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roq</td>
<td>'swell, be swollen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roq-</td>
<td>'to long for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>róq</td>
<td>'sell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-róq</td>
<td>'very dry; tending to decay'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hroq</td>
<td>'avoid, shun'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hroq-</td>
<td>'instantly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loq</td>
<td>'kind of betel box'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loq</td>
<td>'burn, scald'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-loq</td>
<td>'the burning of fire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lóq</td>
<td>'canoe, long boat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lóq</td>
<td>'bring into incipient state'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-lóq</td>
<td>'anything in incipient state'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lóq</td>
<td>'pour into, or upon; add'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lóq</td>
<td>'bet'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-lóq</td>
<td>'dead body, corpse'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloq</td>
<td>'put into and shut up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloq</td>
<td>'rude, saucy; banter'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloq</td>
<td>'to line' (inside of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloq</td>
<td>'diffusive, as scent'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-hloq</td>
<td>'what may be easily blown away, chaff'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>łyóq</td>
<td>'recline, be recumbent'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uiŋ 'stagnant; pond, lake'
uiŋ' 'bulge of anything'
uiŋ' (intensive)
ûiŋ 'collection of humors'
(boil)
kuŋ 'take hold of; apply hand'
e-kuŋ 'a handle; a lieutenant'
kûiŋ 'species of rush, elephant grass'
kûiŋ 'kitchen garden'
kûiŋ 'hang over in a curve'
e-kûiŋ 'large branch, bough of tree'
kûiŋ (interj., suggests action)
kyûiŋ 'official umbrella'
kyîŋ \{ 'locust'
gyûiŋ
kyîŋ 'stout, portly'
krûiŋ 'diffuse pleasant odor'
khûiŋ 'firm, strong, durable'
e-khûiŋ 'stalk, branch'
khûiŋ 'employ, order, commission'
khûiŋ 'liken, compare'
khûiŋ 'put helm to starboard'
khûiŋ‘lop, cut off (limbs)'
khûiŋ 'concave; valley'
khûiŋ\{ 'cage for birds'
khûiŋ\}
kyîŋ \{ 'armpit'
gyûiŋ
kûiŋ 'species of wild taurus'
cûiŋ 'cohere'
e-cûiŋ 'cohesive mass, lump'
cûiŋ 'drive or ride fast'
chûiŋ 'shop, stall'
chûiŋ 'have a right to; concern'
chûiŋ 'meet face to face; meet in rivalry'
chûiŋ 'circular frame for drums'
chûiŋ 'delay, wait'
chûiŋ 'connect by cord; sling'
chûiŋ 'fresh, luxuriant'
tûiŋ 'post, column'
e-tûiŋ 'one of a yoke of oxen'
tûiŋ 'ask leave; call on to notice and bear witness'
tûiŋ 'arrive, reach, attain'
e-tûiŋ \{ 'a taing, about two miles'
tûiŋ \{ 'use for a warp in weaving; lead in singing; consult'

te-tûiŋ 'a warp'
tûiŋ 'a country'
tûiŋ 'forest'
tûiŋ 'compare, measure, consider'
e-tûiŋ 'measure, extent'
-tûiŋ- 'every'
thûiŋ 'sit'
thûiŋ 'be damp; heavy; stupid'
dûiŋ 'petty chief'
dûiŋ 'class of people in government employ'
dûiŋ 'shield'
dûiŋ 'transverse stay, prop'
dûiŋ 'flour sieve'
nûiŋ 'prevail, conquer'
e-nûiŋ 'forcibly, by constraint'
nuìŋ  }  (verb affix, potential)  hluiŋ 'excavate; a niche'

huìŋ  

hnúŋ 'compare' (cf. túŋ)  hlúŋ 'wave, billow'

puŋ 'own, possess, have right to'  hluūŋ 'bind into bundle'

ē-puŋ 'ownership'

puŋ 'soft and cohesive'

puŋ 'pie' (coin)

pūŋ 'divide, sever'

ē-puŋ 'division, part'

pūŋ- 'species of bulbul'

pruŋ 'compare; engage in rivalry'

prūŋ 'full, abundant'

phūŋ- 'square-built' (people)

phūŋ- (onomat.)

muŋ- 'paper' < Shan

muŋ-ma 'help, aid'

mrūŋ 'full, crowded; to be picturesque, pleasant; a pleasant grove'

hmūŋ 'lost in thought; dull, downcast'

hmūŋ 'kind of tree'

hmūŋ 'fume, vapor'

hmūŋ 'very dark'

hmūŋ- 'kind of velvet'

yuŋ 'lean, be inclined, spread unevenly'

ruŋ 'mat of bamboo splints'

rūŋ  

ē-rūŋ

rūŋ- 'help'

hrūŋ- 'very slightly concave'

luíŋ- 'species of trumpet-flower'
O.B. Final -ān (Mod Bs. -i)

aṅ́ (interj.)
aṅṅ́
kyāṅ 'tube closed at one end'
kyāṅ 'shrill, piercing' (sound)
kyāṅ- 'pestle'
kyāṅ 'stick, bar'
kyāṅ 'kind of tree' (evergreen)
ē-kyāṅ 'brevity'
kraṅ 'clear, bright'
ē-kraṅ-to 'a royal friend'
kraṅ' 'look at, behold'
kraṅ 'dry land, ground'
kraṅ 'thin, rare, as liquid'
kraṅ 'crush, grind down'
khyaṅ 'bind, fasten'
khyaṅ́
khraṅ
ē-khyaṅ́ 'barely, without any-
khyaṅ́ 'thing else, only'
khraṅ 'a ray'
ē-khraṅ- 'an ornamental ring'
caṅ 'drum, cask'
caṅ 'abound, be crowded'
ē-caṅ 'a piece of cord or rope
attached to another'
caṅ- 'air bladder of fish'
caṅ 'trigger of crossbow'
caṅ 'small granary'
caṅ 'minutely' (= ce' ?)
caṅ 'boundary line, fence'
caṅ 'bar, sandbank'
caṅ 'bind, tie together'
ē-caṅ 'things tied up lengthwise'
caṅ- 'wealth, good fortune'
chāṅ 'collect, accumulate; gather strength'
chāṅ- 'adhere to, be under the care of'
chāṅ- 'still, quiet; evening'
chāṅ- 'small bell'
āṅā 'you'
āṅā 'sigh, moan; grumble'
hāṅ' 'snivel' (obs.)
tañ 'tollbooth'
tañ 'place in a position, build'
ē-tañ 'collection; sort'
tañ 'clear up wild land and prepare for cultivation'
tañ 'heigh-ho'
tañ' (verb. affix = at once)
tañ (formative)
tañ (verb. affix)
thaṅ 'respectable in appearance, be assuming; put on airs'
thaṅ 'lottery, raffle'
thaṅ' (qual. verb. affix = taṅ')
nāṅ 'rule, custom' < Pali
ē-naṅ 'this, that'
nāṅ' (verb. affix, interrog.)
ca'-nāṅ 'ominous saying'
pyaṅ 'kind of tree'
pyaṅ- 'ironwood'
praṅ 'country'
praṅ́
ē-praṅ́ 'measure of capacity'
praṅ 'pus'
praṅ 'be full'
prañ'- 'kind of tree'
byañ-
phrañ 'fill, complete, replenish'
phrañ- 'smirkingly' (cf. prañ)
byañ 'consonant' < Pali
mañ 'be named'
ē-mañ 'name'
mañ 'what' (interrog.)
mañ (verb. affix = shall)
mañ 'dark, black'
myañ 'be sleepy, sleep'
myañ 'weak, exhausted, dejected'
myañ- 'kind of military coat'
mrañ 'sound, produce sound'
mrañ 'find fault with, scold'
mrañ 'taste, try by tasting'
hmañ' 'to name'
yañ 'vehicle' < Pali
yañ 'tame, civilized; grace-
ē-yañ 'ful'
Yañ 'doll'
rañ 'aim at, have reference to'
rañ- 'equal, on a par'
rañ- 'warp of four threads'
ē-rañ
ē-rañ 'liquor, liquid'
rañ- 'love'
ē-rañ 'kind of heretical priest'
ē-hrañ 'length'
lañ 'understand' (obs.)
lǎñ 'also'
hañ (aux. affix)
lyañ 'smooth, pleasant'
ē-lyañ 'anything smooth'

ē-sañ 'a person of the common sort, liable to government service'
sañ 'this'
sañ (nominative affix)
sañ (verb. affix) (cf. tañ)
sañ (emphatic affix)
ē-sañ 'nail' (finger-)
sañ 'strong, violent; ill'
hañ 'heigh-ho'
hañ 'whine, roar, hiss'
kyañ 'large species of ant'
kyañ 'feeling of numbness'
e-kyañ 'appearance'
kyāñ 'narrow, close, crowded'
krañ 'avoid, shun'
krāñ 'bear, carry, conduct, perform'
khyāñ 'sour, acid'
khyāñ- 'sourish'
khyāñ 'make narrow'
cañ 'place in continuous row'
e-cañ 'succession, order; always'
cañ 'fly off scatteringly, as sparks, glance off'
cañ 'glaze'
cañ 'steelyard'
cañ 'iron point of arrow'
cañ 'chop, mince'
e-cañ 'minutely, accurately'
cañ- 'consider'
jañ 'gin' < English
jañ 'jean' < English
ñañ' 'night' (also ūña')
hñañ 'hurt, oppress'
pyañ 'reduced to level; plank'
pyañ 'tough; stupid'
e-pyañ 'any flabby pendulous substance'
prañ-ka (=spin-ka) 'flat-bottomed boat'
phyañ 'large open-mouthed pot'
phyañ 'enlargement of abdomen, flatulent distention of belly'

e-phyañ 'an appendage to the lungs'
phyañ 'with irregular, violent starts of heat'
myañ 'ruler, ruled line'
yañ 'break out afresh after appearing to be cured'
hrañ } 'put together side by side'
hyañ } 'sides'
e-hrañ 'a pair'
hrañ 'squirrel'
lyañ 'circumcise, cut round with a knife'
lyañ 'be connected with, familiar'
chañ 'dam up; weir' sañ \{ 'owner, proprietor'

tañ 'kind of tree' e-sañ \{ 'liver'

tañ 'elephant with only one tusk' sañ 'post'

tañ 'basket measuring a tin' sañ \{ 'liver'
(e-tañ)

tañ' 'be straightforward, direct,
even, level'
tañ' (verb. affix)
tañ 'remain for a while, lodge,
detain; compare'
tañ 'only, no more'
thañ 'exchange, barter'
thañ' 'put or place in depute'
e-thañ 'substance, matter, stuff'
e-tañ 'cloth'
e-nañ 'sediment, dregs' (=nac)

nañ \{ 'few'

e-nañ

prañ (=prai) 'jest with'

e-mañ 'flesh, game'
mrañ 'an ass' (=mrāi)
hmañ' 'mole' (on body) (=hmai')
hmañ' \{ 'ripe'
hmyañ'

lañ 'neck'
lañ 'revolve, turn around; roam,
      wander'
lāñ 'fall' (=lāi)

hlañ' 'turn round; ramble'
e-hlañ' 'a turn, change'

hlañ 'cart'
e-hlañ 'a cartful'
hlañ 'throw down' (=hlāi)
hlañ 'sweep'
O.B. Final -aň (> Mod. Bs. -ei)

gyăň = krê 'dirt, filth'
phraň 'slow, gradual, moderate'
phraň 'untie, unloose, unfold'
   (= phre)
e-raň 'color, appearance; ability;
      lustre'
hraň 'long'
an 'a die'
an 'strength'
an 'retch, vomit'
kan 'pool, tank'
kan 'Virgo' (zodiac) < Pali
kan 'kick; repel'
kan 'sulphur'
kan 'mark across; intersect;
thwart of a boat'
e-kan 'a transverse line'
k'an 'species of gingerwort'
k'an-ku 'steatite, soapstone'
k'an 'blind; filled with earth'
k'an- 'kind of earth'
kyan 'remain, be left' (cf. krwān)
kyān 'well, healthy'
kyān 'turbulent, rebellious'
kran 'sign' < Pali
kran 'delay, be delayed'
khan 'estimate, calculate'
e-khan 'an estimate; a business'
khan 'to fear, respect'
khan 'appoint, commission'
kān (astrol. term)
kān 'dried up'
e-kān 'room; division, class'

e-khyan 'leave, let remain'
ηan 'be salt, brackish'
ηan 'saltish, brackish'
ηan 'goose'
ηan 'serpent; venomous influence'
ηan-prā 'spade, shovel'
e-ηan 'allotment, quota'
e-ηan-rōn 'sell on credit'
can 'stretched out, lengthened'
fān (astrol. term) (cf. cān)
chan 'husked rice'
e-chan 'kernel'
chan 'go up (river), against'
(wind), contravene authority'
chan 'stretch out straight, lengthen'
chan 'contrary, opposite, adverse'
chan 'advance, wax'
chan 'exceed, be unique'
chan (qual. verb. affix)
tan 'filth' < Pali
tan 'accord, be suitable'
tan 'bad, vile'
tan-khū 'power'
tan- 'field; tool; case; pagoda; bridge; broom; carpenter's rule'
e-tan 'just enough'
e-tan 'interval'
tan-\{ 'stop, remain for a tan\} \{ while'
e-tan 'a mark drawn across'
tān 'place of detention'
tān 'main yard of boat'
tān 'extend in a line; stretch out straight'
e-tān 'line, a row; duration, length'
tān 'beginning to be capable of
bearing young
thân 'sugar-palm, palmyra palm' (toddy tree) (cf. da'-ni 'toddy-palm') (cf. toddy < tari)
thân 'strong, violent'
thân-thân 'nearly dry'
thân-thân 'damp'
dân- 'balsam tree'
dân 'henna tree'
dân 'a swing'
nâń 'wag; be wanton, vain'
nân 'royal palace'
nâń 'plate of iron or wood perforated with small holes'
hân 'shake, wag'
ô-nân 'kind of tree'
pan 'adorn (with flowers, etc.)'
pan 'ask leave, beg, petition'
pan 'flower'
pan 'tired'
é-pan
pan 'spurt, gush out'
pan 'go round the end of a thing'
pan 'arnotto tree' (Tavoy)
pran 'measure of time'
pran 'return, repeat; refine'
é-pran
pran 'be expanded, spread out; to be level'
phan 'glass'
phan 'make, create'
phan 'clean (cotton) by plucking with bow'
phan 'astringent (in taste)'
phan 'shuffle (cards)'
é-phan 'a time, turn'
phan'-phan 'nearly dry'
phan'-phan 'slightly astringent'
phyân 'separate (enemies)'
phyân 'plant with bulbous root'
phyân 'sprinkle, scatter'
phran 'liquid'
phyân 'flush through body, as phran' 'blood, air'
phran 'spread out, expand; spread wings'
phran 'be rapid, and accompanied with noise'
bhân 'kind of tree'
bhân 'shallow basket'
bhân 'sample, specimen'
bhân 'blind language, slang'
mân- 'tamarind'
e-man 'time recently passed' (=ya-man)
mân 'kind of humor, sore'
mân 'to charm < muntra
mran 'quick, swift'
mran 'ask, enquire'
mran 'have possession of, enjoy' (cf. mrin)
hman 'wood apple'
hman 'window-glass, mirror'
hman 'hit a mark; true, certain'
é-hman 'truth; regularity'
hman- 'a rhomb'
man- 'kind of creeper'

haman 'aim, intend'

→ haman 'guessing, power of guessing aim'

haman } (verb. form.)

ran 'quarrel, enmity'
ran 'appropriate, set apart for some purpose'

→ ran 'what is for'

ran (verb. form.)

→ ran 'a pair' (inanimate)

rån 'make a barrier on one side'

lan 'startled, frightened'

lan 'fresh, verdant'

lan } 'turn, repeat, do again;

→ lan } turn upside down'

lan 'frighten'

→ lan 'manner of frightening'

lan 'spread out, lay in sun'

san 'strong, vigorous'

san 'clear, distinct, pure'
sån 'kind of tree' (dye)
sån 'louse'
sån 'cross a path, river'

→ sån 'million'

han 'appear; drawn to life'

→ han (freq. prn. a-han') 'appearance'

han 'stop, by calling'

→ hän 'hem!' (interj.)
wan 'burden, load'
wan 'allotment, appointment'
ə-wan 'allotment, office'
wân 'round, circular'
ə-wân 'circumference'
ə-wân
ə-hwan
hwân
ə-hwân
'rise, burst up, be violent'
kwan 'casting net'
kwan- 'compass, caliper'
kwan' 'enjoy one's self; to move spirally, joyfully'
kwân 'main post of house'
kwân- 'measure of capacity'
kywan 'servant, slave'
ə-kywan 'I'
kywan 'be feigned, have false appearance'
ə-kywan 'a feigned appearance'
kywân 'island'
kywân 'teak tree'
khwan 'long-handled chisel'
ə-khwân 'voice'
khwân- 'strength'
ə-khwân 'revenue'
khywan 'make pointed, sharpen; sharp, keen'
ə-khywan 'end of anything sharp'
khywân 'naturally pointed; continuation of keel'
khywân
ə-khwân 'iron hook used by elephant drivers' goad'
cwan 'kite' (bird or paper)
cwan- 'kind of shrub'
cwan 'be a side, border'
ə-cwan 'side, border'
cwan 'have sty on eyelid'
cwan- 'date palm'
cwan 'give up, abandon; venture, risk'
cwan 'be at the end, come to a point; exceed'
ə-cwan 'gain, profit'
cwân 'stained, tarnished'
ə-cwân 'a stain'
chwan 'unusually scarce'
jwan 'June' < English
jwân 'spoon'
ńwan 'alluvium, silt'
ńwan 'slender, fine; sprout, twig'
ə-ńwan 'twig; insinuation'
hńwan 'show, point out'
hńwân
ə-hńwân 'show, make known'
twan 'crow, low, bellow'
twan 'be wrinkled, puckered; flinch'
twân 'shove, push; rub off'
thwan 'harrow'
thwan 'twitch'
thwân 'shine, emit light, kindle'
dwan 'duality' < Pali
dhwan 'distance of place or time'
pwan- 'versed, skilled in'
pwan
pwân 'rubbed off, abraded'
prwan 'tube, conduit, pipe'
prwan 'versed, skilled in'
mwan 'a Peguan'
mwan 'term of compellation'
mwan 'good, excellent'
mwân 'overwhelmed (by water),
suffocated; faint'
mwan 'stifled, suffocated'
ywân 'mark or figure on lacquered work'
ywân 'move, change position'
rwan 'move spirally'
hrwân 'clear, bright, shining'
lwan 'kind of tree'
lwan 'gimlet'
lwan 'rope drawn' (ritual)
lwan 'take precedence, excel'
ə-lwan 'wrong; exceedingly'
lwan 'twist, wriggle'
lwân 'shuttle'
lwân 'twist a strand'
ə-lwân 'strand of rope'
lwan (verb. affix = excess)
lwân (astrological term)
hlwan = lwan 'excel'
ə-hlwan = ə-lwan
swan 'pour out, spill'
swan 'inefficient, destitute
ə-swan 'of vitality'
swân 'pour upon'
swân 'cast, by pouring'
swán- 'high and slender'
0.B. Final -um

ûn 'coconut'
ûn 'be noisy'
ûn 'musty'
kun 'merchandise, goods'
kun 'come to an end, be used up'
e-kun 'all; the whole'
kun (plural affix)
kûn 'rise, bulge, stoop'
kûn 'rising ground, knoll, land; back'
kûn 'excite a quarrel'
khun 'jump, leap, beat (as heart)'
khun- 'kind of creeper'
khyûn } 'roar, thunder'
khûn } 'kind of tree'
cun 'go down (a river); follow lineal descent'
cun 'rise up conically, swell up, heap'
cûn 'wizard, conjuror'
cûn (intens. for sinking, drifting)
chûn 'cut up (cloth), cut out clothes'
chûn-cha' 'calculate definitely'
e-chûn-e-cha' 'calculate, estimate'
chûn 'minium; red oxide of lead'
tûn 'tremble, shake'
tûn- 'cargo boat'
tûn-tûn 'too thin, containing much liquid'
tûn-tûn (onomat.)
e-tûn 'time being' (verb. formative)
mûn 'unpleasant to the eye, grotesque, outlandish, ugly; despicable'
mûn 'loose, unstable; weak, irresolute'
mûn 'deep mud or mire on bank or in bed of river' (= ënûn)
mûn 'weak, exhausted from illness'
hmûn 'cause to be loose, unstable'
hmûn 'compare'
e-hmûn 'current price'
pûn 'rebel' (obs.)
su-pûn 'rebel'
pûn 'conceal one's self, hide'
pûn- 'kind of tree'
prûn 'worn away; exhausted, spent (as property)'
prûn } 'tumultuous, disordered'
phûn 'beg'
phûn } 'eat' (clerical) (i.e., bhûn } beg?)
phûn 'wear away, exhaust, spend'
e-phûn 'grit of any kind'
phûn-phûn (onomat.)
phûn-phûn- 'sour, acid'
bhûn (prn. phûn) 'glory'
mûn } 'temporal juice which erudes from elephant's head
mun-ŋâŋ 'mustard'
mun-la 'radish'
mun' 'bread'
mun' 'be small, minute'
a-mun' 'pulverized matter, powder'
mûn
a-mûn
'hate, detest'
hmûn 'dim, dusky, blurred'
a-hmûn 'fine dust'
hmûn' 'small, minute'
a-hmûn' = a-mûn' 'powder'
hmûn 'harrow a field'
a-hmûn 'a harrowing'
yun 'hare'
run' 'be coarse, as thread'
a-run' 'coarse, as thread'
rûn 'draw, pull; to warp'
rûn 'tumultuous'
hrûn-hrûn 'hissingly'
sûn 'rapid, violent' (also, sum)
sun 'fail, fall behind; be sullen, turn away'
sun' 'be deterred from further application by repulsiveness of person applied to'
sûn 'spent, expended'
hun 'be quick and violent'
a-hun 'velocity, vehemence'
hun 'fail, fail through excess'
hûn 'kind of creeper' (bark used for killing fish)
hûn 'roar'
in' 'roll over and over obliquely; lean; put on airs''
in' 'pleasant to taste, savory'
kin 'arithmetical number'
kfin 'sleep, as a Buddh''
kyin 
  
  'swear, take oath;
ev-kyin  
    'curse'
kyin 'sleep' (resp.); 'remain dormant'
kyin 
  
  'smart, as eyes; be sore;
krfin- 'set on edge, as teeth'
kyfin- 'ward off evil, as a king, by the observance of certain ceremonies'
khyin 'weigh; plumb; level; a balance'
ev-kyhin 'weight'
ev-khyin 'a time, period, season'
khyin 'many, numerous'
khyin 'appoint, fix a date; consult'
cin 'diamond'
cin 'arsenic'
cin 'swivel, jingal'
cin- 'certain decorations in architecture'
cfin-cfin 'intently, steadily' (of looking)
tin- 'small species of hen'
tin- 
  
  'small species of king-fisher'
din- 
  
  'the sapan tree'
thin 'shine, be brilliant'
thin (intens. for noise, tumult)
thin 'take care of, protect; restrain; fasten'
e-thin 'keeper, guardian, nurse'
thin (onomat., thunderingly)
din 'curd' < Indic dahī 'curdled milk'? (dahī, acc. to Colburn)
dfin- 'kind of nat' (causes infatuation)
pin 'be lean, thin'
pin- 'kingfisher'
pfin 'kind of potato plant, arum'
pfin 'compacted in one mass; close, continuous'
prin- 'kind of grass'
prin 'idle, vain, unsubstantial'
phin 'feel dull, heavy, indisposed to move'
phin 'crow, as pheasant'
bfin 'continuous, wholly'
bhin 'opium'
bhin 'a wheel' (cf. bhī)
min 'fish' < Pali
min 'screech owl'
min' 'speak authoritatively, command'
e-min' 'an order given by official authority'
min 'faint, stupefied, amazed'
min-ma' 'woman'
mrin 'relish, be pleased with, enjoy'
hmin 'faded, as color; have a
serious countenance; tarnished; burn dimaly

hrin 'harpoon; medicine used to inoculate wild elephants'

hrin 'have the eyes shut from languor, stupidity, excessive opium smoking'

hrin 'hot; rapid; be powerful'

ẹ-hrin 'heat; velocity; efficacy, power'

hrin 'be hot, ready to start, as tears'

hrin-ẹhrin (intens. for 'heat')

hrin 'power of becoming invisible'

hrin-ẹ 'asafoetida'

hin-ẹ 'lion' < Pali

sin 'tremble' = sim'

ẹ-sin'-ẹs 'in great numbers'

sin- 'trillion'

ẹ-sin 'one hundred thousand'

hin 'growl, as animal; murmur, roar; resound'
ām 'drawer'
ām 'molar'
ām 'read aloud'
ām 'wonder'
ām 'shall, will' (verb. aff.)
ām 'hold back, be impeded'
ām 'pay change'
kaṁ- 'wages, food'
kaṁ- 'oil plant; kind of tree'
kaṁ 'bank of river'
a-kām 'give, transmit'
a-kām 'a reach of the arm, of a weapon'
kaṁ 'king crab'
kaṁ 'aub, plaster'
kaṁ-kaṁ 'loudly'
kaṁ 'religious book'
kaṁ 'level'
kaṁ 'sugarcane'
kaṁ 'think, intend'
a-kāṁ 'thought, intention'
kaṁ 'rhinoceros'
kaṁ 'firm, resolute'
kaṁ 'floor'
kaṁ 'rough; coarse; violent'
a-kāṁ 'bamboo net'
kaṁ 'formally'
kaṁ 'suitable appendage; a proper accompaniment'
kaṁ 'receive, endure'
kaṁ-kaṁ-ē-khu' 'short prop, fulcrum'
kaṁ 'kind of large, leaf-
shedding creeper'
khaṁ 'mouth'
khaṁ 'firm, strong, durable'
khyām 'cool, cold'
khram 'divide into two parts'
khram 'a fence, enclosure'
khram-ram 'surround with people'
e-khram-ē-ram 'attendants'
gyaṁ 'trap'
ηām- 'longing desire'
ηām- 'use loud language'
ηām 'enough, sufficient'
ηām 'wait for'
ηram 'scaffold, gallows'
cām 'spring of water'
cām 'feel of; try'
e-cām 'wagtail' (bird)
cām 'test, standard, model'
cām 'enjoy' (live?)
cām 'interr. affix'
chām 'scatter, sprinkle'
chām 'be connected with, similar to, descended from'
chām 'hair'
chām 'be capable of receiving, containing'
ňām 'leguminous plant'
ňām 'much and long continued'
ňām 'soft, fine, delicate'
ňām 'be poor, mean'
tām 'manner, custom'
e-tām 'think of with regret'
O.B. Final -am (2)

tam- 'boat, door, file, etc.'
e-tam 'a straight, long piece'
tam 'stop, remain'
e-tham 'the presence (of a person)'

tham } 'carry on shoulder'
e-tham

dam 'copper' < Pali
naam 'birthday' < Pali
naam 'side of body'
e-naam 'breadth, width'
naam 'stink'
e-naam 'unpleasant odor'
naam-nak 'morning'
naam-naam 'coriander' < 'stink' (aromatic seeds)

nam 'smell'
naam- 'smell'
e-naam- 'smell, odor, scent'
hnam 'sesamum'

hnam 'speckled on dark ground'

hnam 'silly, foolish'

hnam 'grasshopper'

hnam } 'ear, spike of grain'
e-hnam

hnam 'commit for a time, as deposit of treasure in ground'

hnam-bhai 'kind of wood, for making scabbards'

hnam } 'to pervade '< 'to smell'?

paam 'to help'
e-paam 'aid, assistance'

pram } 'spread out, distribute'
pyam } 'to fly'
pyam 'be scattered, diffused'
pyam } 'catch, arrest'
byam

phyam 'otter'

phyam- (intens. for chewing, speech)

phram 'cast (a shadow); be diffused'

maam 'kind of insect, like large ant'
ta-maam 'a dam'

maam 'plaster, cover with soft substance'

yam 'saltpetre'
e-yam 'a guess, conjecture'
yam 'strike right and left, flourish'

yaa-yam 'itch' (yaa, id.)
e-raam 'a time'
e-raam 'a pair' (cf. e-ran)
raam 'surround'
e-raam 'a fence forming an enclosure'

rham 'slightly swelled'
rham 'abundant'
rham 'haughty'
hrham 'pass over rapidly without touching'

hrham 'a Shan'
lam 'road'
e-lam 'a flag, ensign, standard'
lam 'measure with arms extended'
e-lam 'a fathom, four cubits'
lam 'tether'
haul 'spear'
haul 'reach out, stretch out (the hand)'
e-haul 'a reach of the hand or weapon; distance'
hlayam '{be brimming full'
e-hlayam-
haul 'run over, overflow'
e-hlaya 'the coruscation of flame'
sam 'yawn'
sam 'iron'
sam '{sound; report; rumor'
e-sam
sam 'ambassador'
sam 'worm brad in the body'
sam 'a class of shells'
sam- 'tree; castanets'
sam'-sam 'softly'
ham 'with stunted tusks, as elephant'
O.B. Final -wam

waam 'a bear' (= wak-waam)
waam-pu'-lwe 'wolf'
waam 'dare (to do)'
wam 'belly'
hwam 'low and level'
kwam 'betel'
kywam 'be burnt up'
kywaam 'be familiar with; skilled'
e-kywam 'an acquaintance'
kywam- 'throw one's self
grwam- about''
kywaam 'sink into, sag'
e-khwam 'bark, rind, peel, shell, husk'
khwaam 'put into mouth'
khyaam-khywaam 'right into'
gwam 'dressed cotton'

-gwam 'all together'
gwam- 'beam of harness or grwam- heddles of loom'
cwam 'have ability, be able'
e-cwam 'ability to accomplish'
cwam 'dispose of expeditiously'
cwam 'bear an uncommonly high price'
chwaam-mai 'horned scarab'
chwaam 'weak, tremulous; stutter' e-swam 'wickedly'

wam 'dull, faded, wilted'
swam 'sediment of muddy water'
swam 'sink, become low, be submissive'
hwam 'cause to be dull, faded'
hwam 'humble, make submissive'

prwam 'mix together; be lost at sea'
phwaam 'fat, plump'
e-phwaam 'plumpness'
wam 'plaster, overlap, adorned'
hwam 'adorn'
e-hwam 'ornamental points; the source of a river'
hwam 'gash, as fish'
rwam 'nearly ripe'
e-rwam 'state of being nearly ripe'
rwam 'beat a drum'
rwam- 'be disgusted, loathe'
e-rwam- rwam 'quail, shirk'
hrwam 'succulent, juicy'
hrwam 'mud'
lwam 'regret the loss of, yearn'
e-lwam 'regret, sorrow at the absence of another'
hlwam 'overspread'
e-hlwam 'a covering, as a cloth for the body, or a table'
swam 'unsteady, foolish, dis-solute'
um 'bulge, protuberance'
ə-um 'a bulge'
úm 'plaster, cover over'
úm 'assemble, crowd together'
úm- 'a kind of leaurus' (tree)
úm- 'be overcast'
úm 'roast in embers'
úm 'pillow'
kuəm 'Aquarius' (Zodiac) < Pali
kuəm 'have sufficiency, plenty'
kuəm-kuəm 'contracted'
kúm 'string, as beads'
ə-kúm 'a string (of ornaments)'
kyum 'be contracted'
kyúm 'moat'
kyúm 'enclosure for wild ele-
plants'
kyúm = kwyəm 'throw one's self
about' (obs.)
kyum 'gather up, take up or
away'
kuəm 'meet with, find'
krim 'be lean, pine away'
kuəm 'boast'
kuəm-kuəm 'rumbingly' (cf.
khrim 'to thunder')
kuəm 'block, bench, table,
 pillar'
kuəm 'civil judge'
kuəm- 'instantly'
kuəm 'convex, arched'
ə-kuəm 'convexity'
kyum 'cluster, clump'
khrum 'cover, overspread'
khrum 'be contracted'
kyum 'pine away'
γυμ 'wheat'
γυμ 'enclose, shut up'
ε-γυμ 'the quantity taken into
the mouth at once; a flower
bud'
γυμ 'hold head down, stoop'
γυμ 'bustard quail'
cuəm 'wood, grove'
cuəm 'double, form a pair, be
even, complete'
ε-κυμ 'an even number, pair'
chuəm 'mortar'
chuəm 'gullet'
chuəm 'meet, come together'
ε-chuəm 'meeting, junction'
chuəm 'come to an end, die'
ε-κυμ 'end, termination'
chuəm- 'instruct, discipline'
tum 'sect of priests'
tum (verb. affix, alternative)
tum 'stoop, step backward,
 through fear or respect'
tum 'turn back; repeat, do
again'
ε-τυμ 'anything done in return'
tuum 'blunt, dull'
ε-τυμ 'log, block, lump'
θυμ 'mixture of metals'
θυμ 'perfume; imbue'
ε-θυμ 'any perfuming substance'
θυμ 'numb, stupefied'
thūm 'manner, custom'
thūm 'lime'
thūm 'pond, lake'
thūm 'tie in a knot'
e-thūm 'a knot'
dūm-na 'plastering substance'
dūm-mān 'wind instrument'
dūm 'tube filled with gunpowder'
dūm 'large canoe'
dūm-ku'-lā 'tribe of Hindus'
dūm-ku'-lā 'hammer, chisel'
dūm-ku'-lā 'wading bird'
dūm-cap 'adjutant' (bird)
dūm-cf 'ride at full gallop'
pūm 'form, model, pattern'
pūm 'heap up, amass'
e-pūm 'a heap; a great many'
pūm \{ 'kind of drum'
bhuā' \{ 'plump up'
pūm 'kind of basket'
pūm 'gooseberry'
pa-ūm-(pūm-) 'vinegar' (cf. phrūm 'sour')
prūm 'assemble, crowd together'
prūm 'smile'
prūm'-prūm 'smilingly'
phuā 'cushion'
phuā 'fine, dusty, powdery'
e-phuā 'a sail; num. aux. for sails, nets'
e-phuā 'a party, sort'
phūm 'cover, cover up'
e-phūm 'cover of a vessel'
phruām 'affected, moved'

buā-puāq 'a pump'

buā-puāq 'woolen cloth' < Bombay
buā-luā 'kind of fruit'

buā-luā 'fish-trap'

buā-luā 'kind of creeper'

buā 'a mortar' < English

būm- (onomat.)

bhuā 'mansion, abode' < Mon?
bhuā 'superadded roof'
bhuā 'company of traders'

muā 'dyeing substance'

muā 'begin to form, as bud'
e-muā 'an incipient bud'

mrūm 'fish basket'

mrūm 'be barren'

mrūm 'conceal one's self, hide, keep still'

mrūm- 'mumbling in speech'

mrūm 'raised front part of saddle'

mrūm 'chew; mumble'
e-mrūm 'a cud'

hmrmūm 'fish-trap'

yuā \{ 'believe, trust'

yuā 'be contracted'

ruā 'spring up in clusters, overspread'
e-ruā 'a cluster, clump, of trees or bushes'

e-ruā 'just so much and no more'

ruā 'booth, shed'

rūm 'courthouse; collect, assemble, gather together'
e-rūm 'a collection'

rūm-pa-ti 'kind of esculent'
plant, okra'
hrum' 'wrinkled, shrivelled, contracted'
ē-hrum' 'wrinkled; a wrinkle'
hrum 'fail, be defeated'
ē-hrum 'loss, defeat'
lum 'warm'
lum 'tight, secure, safe, free from blemish'
lum-lok 'ample'
ē-lum-ē-lok 'an ample sufficiency'
lum 'a crucible'
lum'-la' (prn. lum-la') 'diligence, industry'
lum 'round, globular'
ē-lum 'orb, globe, anything spherical'
ē-lum 'all, the whole'
hlum 'warm one's self'
hlum' 'heat again, warm over'
sūm = sun 'rapid, violent'
sūm 'captive, prisoner'
sūm 'make use of, employ'
ē-sūm 'use, usefulness'
sūm 'three'
im 'house'
e-im 'a sheath; a case or covering'
krim 'rattan'
krim 'meet with, find'
e-krim 'a time, turn'
krim 'terrify'
khrim 'make a loud noise'
khrim 'to thunder'
khrim 'threaten, terrify'
qrim 'still, quiet'
qrim 'soft, gentle'
e-qrim 'extinguish; be quiet, happy'
cim 'steep, soak'
cim 'transude, ooze through'
cim-cim- 'slow, moderately'
cim 'green, unripe'
chim 'savory, delicious'
tim 'cloud'
tim 'shallow'
tim 'lean, be inclined, deflect'
thim 'species of coffeewort'
thim 'keep back, conceal, not reveal'
thim-mra 'marry'
thim-hmat 'designate, set up memorial'
e-thim-e-hmat 'token, memorial; sign, signal'
nim 'be kept down'
nim 'be low, short'
a' (priv. prefix) < Pali
a' (subs. prefix)
a' 'dumb; imperfect; stunted'
a' (inf. prefix)
ə-a' 'dumb'
a 'wisdom' < Pali
a 'inside of mouth'
a 'crack open, gape'
a 'caw, croak, as crow'
ə 'strength, force'
ə 'vacant; free, disengaged'
ə (affix, dative)
ka' 'saddle'
ka' 'to dance'
ə-ka' 'dancing'
ka' 'to harness'
ə-ka' 'harnessing'
ka' (affix, ablative)
ka' = lyanq 'quick, swift'
ka' 'fish' < Mon
ka 'shield (of any kind)'
ka 'make a barrier, cover on the side, put up fence, etc.'
ə-ka 'side of building, external part'
ka (verb. form)
kə 'divaricate, be stretched apart; widen; exaggerate'
kə 'breadth, width'
ca-kə 'word'
kə (n. affix nom.)
kə (affix, emphatic)
ka' 'fall; become low; be spent'
ə-ka' 'price'
ka' 'small granary' (local)
(κy̯i̯-ka')
ka-ka' 'loudly' (cf. kya-ka')
kyə "transverse stay; prop"
kra' 'tiger'
kyə 'variegated'
kra' (verb. affix, plural)
kra 'water lily'
kra 'be long (in doing, in time)'
krə 'hear with ear; inform'
krə 'have space between, be apart'
ə-krə 'crack, opening'
ka' 'pay respect, wait upon'
ka 'francolin' (partridge)
ka 'shake, shake off or out'
ka-khyaŋ 'large red ant'
khə 'loins, waist, small of back'
khə 'bitter'
taŋ-ka' 'door'
kha-ram 'tomato; brinjal'
ə-kha' 'pay for services, wages'
ə-kha 'a time'
khya' 'throw down, put down'
khya 'be a point of union
khra } for several parts;
ə-khra be exceeding'
khya-khya (intens. for 'round')
khya 'reel for winding thread'
khra' 'white ant or termite'
khrə 'be between, divide;
different'
e-khrâ 'other'
ŋa' (obj. and poss. of ŋa = 'I')
ŋa' 'be enough for all, on equal distribution'
ŋa'- 'varieties of rice'
ŋa 'I' (cf. ŋa')
ŋâ 'five'
ŋâ 'fish'
ŋrà 'meet with, find'
ŋrà (verb. affix, euphonic)
ŋa' (verb. affix, 'distribute equally to all'
ŋa (verb. affix, 'in order to')
ŋââ 'borrow, lend; hire'
ca' 'begin, be first'
e-ca' 'beginning'
ca' (verb. affix, interr.)
câ-'ui } 'anus'
<ca -yui } ca 'writing, letter'
ca 'sparrow'
ca-pâ 'grain'
ca } 'food'
e-ca } ca 'a thing'
ca 'have tender regard for'
ca 'shrill' (obs.)
ca-kwa' 'sp. of gingerwort'
ca-kха'-ûm 'sp. of Ficus'
câ 'eat, corrode, wear out'
e-câ 'eating'
e-câ-lui 'lack but very little (of being)'
e-ca 'fie!' (interj.)
e-câ 'stead, place, room'
e-câ 'a division' (< 'eat')
cha'- 'increase'
e-cha' 'equal quantity, as much as'
cha' } 'guess at, estimate'
e-cha' } cha 'hungry'
e-cha 'hunger'
cha-pâ 'bandana, handkerchief'
cha 'salt'
e-cha 'something faulty or hurtful (cf. e-cha 'hunger')
ja 'caused' < Pali
jha 'open work in cloth; silver repoussé; embroidery'
ña 'evening' < ŋa'
ña 'leguminous plant'
ña 'right side' (cf. ya)
ña 'scream in concert; flatter' (cf. kro-ŋra)
ña 'respect'
hña } 'be considerate, have regard for another's feelings'
e-ña 'higher part (of river country)'
e-hña 'petiole or leafstalk' (cf. e-hâok)
ta' 'one' < tac
ta' 'complain; long for'
ta' < adverbial prefix
ta 'a box' (obs.)
ta 'rope, cord, string' (obs.)
ta 'measure with a ta'
e-ta 'measure of length'
(several cubits)
ta 'cling to' (obs.)
ta 'very red, flaming red'
tå 'prevent in any way'
tå-tå 'by a very little'
tyå 'very red'
tha' 'arise, get up, grow up'
   (cf. tak, ø-thak)
ø-tha' 'act of rising; plan'
tha' (verb. affix, euphonic)
tha 'knife, sword'
thå 'put, place'
na 'listen, hearken'
na 'ill'
ø-na 'pain, disease'
نا-nat 'pineapple'
nå 'ear'
nå 'cease from motion, alight'
hna 'nose'
hna'-ma 'sister'
ø-nå 'border, side; space near a thing, nearness'
пá 'shine'
пá-sa' 'offer, in order to propitiate'
pa' 'be outside, without; discarded' (O.T. pha)
ø-pa' 'outside, outer part'
pa' (verb. affix)
pa'-khûm 'shoulders'
pa 'be with, accompany'
ø-pa 'that which accompanies one'
pa (verb. affix)
på 'cheek'
på 'send (by hand or person)'
på 'thin, sparse'
på 'go to leeward; go aside'
ø-på 'space near a thing (nf-på 'near')
ca-på 'grain'
ø-på (num. aux. for dignitaries)
pya' 'kind of insect destructive to plants' (cf. pyak 'destroy')
pya 'be in a hurry, bustle'
pyå 'honeybee'
pyå-sak 'small ulcer on mouth'
paa'-di 'small turret on wall'
mru'-'pra' 'fortification' (pra' is obs.)
paa' 'show (in various ways)'
paa 'ashes'
paa 'blue'
ø-pra 'blue color'
paa 'dim, as eyes from old age'
paa 'toss up in basket, as rice, in order to clean it'
pra' 'flat, level'
ø-pra 'what is flat'
pra 'be divided into several parts, be various'
ø-pra 'division into parts'
pha 'four-cornered basket'
pha 'mend a breach, close a hole by patching'
ø-pha 'a patch'
pha-sañ 'prostitute' (C.T. 'ba-ba')
pha-la 'cardamom plant'
O.B. Final -a (4)

phā | 'frog'
bhā |

phā (prn. bhā) 'hang loosely about; be flowing, full'

phā 'fatigued, as horse in race'
ē-phā | 'father'
ē-bhā |

phyā 'a mat'

phyā 'be in a fever'
ē-phyā | 'fever'
ē-phyā | 'end; extremity, point; top; bottom'

phra 'fine, gentle, as sound' (O.T. phra)

phra 'divide into several parts, be many, numerous'
bra 'flatwise'

bha-wā | 'palm, sole'
pha-wā |

bhya 'sir' < bhu-rā

ma 'sister'

ma 'first, original'
ē-ma | 'female; brood, swarm'

ma 'lead, tin' < khāi-ma'

ma 'support, bear up; help'
ma 'not'

ma 'odd, not even'

ma 'hard; well, healthy'

mā 'high, towering'

myā | 'stud, short post support-

mra | 'emerald'

myā | 'many' (cf. ē-mrokk
ē-myā | ē-mrā)

mra 'be cool'

mra | 'very sharp, keen' (cf. mrāk
hma' (affix)

hma 'only'

hma 'give instructions'
ē-hma 'an order'

hma (affix, locative)

hmā 'miss (a mark), err'
ē-hmā 'error'

hmā | 'what is it!' (interj.)

hmā 'divide and distribute equally'
ē-hmyā | 'even share'

hmyā 'catch with a bait, lure'

hmā 'arrow'

hmā 'purlin, horizontal timber supporting rafters'

ya 'cultivated spot of ground'

ya 'make a quid of betel'
ē-ya 'quid of betel leaf'

yā 'itch' < O.T. yya

ra 'get, obtain'
ē-ra | 'meaning of words'

ra (verb affix = 'must')

ra 'be fit, proper'

ra | 'thing, subject; place, situation'

ra 'appropriate' = lya
ē-ra | 'part, share' = ē-lya
ē-ra | 'a collection, body'
ē-ra | 'hundred'

hra 'wound by a slight cut'

hra | 'seek, search for'
ē-hra- |
hrâ 'cutch'
hrâ 'be scarce'
hra- 'prickly pear; cactus'
la' 'moon, lunar month'
lâ 'penis' < ȫl
la 'come; reach in degree'
e-la 'coming, arrival'
lâ 'mule'
lâ 'proceed from starting point to some boundary' (in Arak. = swâ)
e-lâ 'progress; a heat'
lâ (affix, interrogative)
lâ 'come!' (interj.)
lâ-lâ (intens. for 'threatening') ha 'lie open, unenclosed; be not quite full, as a box'
e-lâ 'oh!' (pain) (interj.)
e-lâ 'not castrated'
sa-la 'a film on the eye'
lyâ 'thin, flimsy; slender'
lyâ 'appropriate, set apart for some purpose; have in view'
e-lyâ  'what is for any pur-
è-hlya  'pose; part, share'
lyâ 'thin' (O.T. sla-ba)
lyâ 'oblong; extended in time'
e-lyâ 'length'
hlä 'handsome, pretty'
hlä 'very, excessively'
hlya 'tongue' (freq. written and prn. hra)
hlya 'slide down' (prn. hra)
sa 'give, offer'
sa 'repair outside; make anew'
sa 'bear great proportion, exceed'
sa 'clear, pleasant'
sa 'only'
sa (verb. affix, imperative)
sâ  'flesh'
è-sâ  'beast, quadruped'
sâ 'son, offspring'
sâ 'draw a line, mark'
sâ 'definite, certain, real'
ha 'open the mouth, gape open'
e-ha 'gap, hiatus'
ha' (verb. affix, imperative)
ha'-ha' 'laughingly'
ha  'a thing' (cf. è-ra)
e-ha  'quite full, as a box'
ha (int. prohibitive)
hâ (expressive of wonder)
wa' 'cipher, zero'
wá 'kind of potato'
wá 'satisfied with food'
wá 'corpulent, plump'
wá 'cotton'
wá 'Buddhist Lent' < Pali
é-wá 'yellow'
è-wá 'color, brightness'
wá 'again' < Pali
wá 'test by given standard'
wá 'bamboo'
wá 'chew'
è-wá 'chewing'
è-wá 'opening of door, hole'
è-wá 'a kind, sort'
è-wá 'substance, stuff'
kwa' 'be with, go together'
è-kwa' 'together with'
kwa' 'short and bandy-legged'
kwa 'become separate, go apart'
krawa' 'rise, swell up, arise'
krawa' 'be vain, boastful'
kha' 'be forked, branch'
è-khrawa' 'crotch, branching'
khwa' 'kind of net'
khwā 'hoof'
khwā 'chief of pagoda slaves' < Mon
khwa 'separate, part; peel off'
khrwa' 'cause to rise, swell up, incite'
èwa 'large; high, project' (cf. è, ènak)
cwa' (verb. affix, intensive)
cwa' 'exceed, go beyond; be meddle-some; very'
chwa' 'scratch up, stir up, agitate'
chwa' 'white' (cf. chwat)
twa' 'have muscles, contracted' (cf. twan')
twā 'creep, crawl'
thwa' 'measure with a span'
è-thwa' 'a span'
thwa' 'mince with a knife'
thwā 'stout, chubby'
thwā-thwā 'fine, as powder'
nwā 'bull, ox, cow'
hnwa 'skin, peel off' (cf.
hnwā)
èpwa' 'be puffy, rise, swell' (cf. pwak, bwak)
pwa' 'have a wide mouth'
pwā 'grow, increase'
é-pwā- 'interest'
phwa' 'spread out into many minute parts, as roots'
phwa' 'puff out of the mouth'
é-phwa' 'puff'
èphwa' 'bear, bring forth'
bhwa' 'happen all at once'
bhwa' 'loose; profuse; shaggy'
bhwa' (è-bhwa) 'grandmother'
bhwa- 'kind of tree; calamus'
mwā ' friable, easily crumbled'
mrwa 'gash obliquely' (cf. mrwâq, mwâm)
e-mrwa 'couplet, triplet'
e-hmwa
hmwa' 'pulverize' (cf. hmwat)
hmwa 'gash obliquely'
hmwâ 'very small; a tick, mite'
hmrmwa 'gash obliquely'
e-hmwa 'a small thing'
rwa' 'mite, small insect' (cf. hmwa')
rwa' ' friable, easily crumbled'
    (cf. mwa')
rwa' 'soft, gentle'
rwa 'town, village'
rwa 'witchery'
rwa 'to rain'
lwa'-lwa' 'shiningly' (cf. lwaŋ)
hlwa' 'a saw'
hlwa 'very thin'
e-hlwa 'thin layer'
hlwa 'shield (oblong and convex)'
hlwa 'throw out or upon; leap over; wave, unfurl'
e-hlwâ 'surface; anything peeled off'
swâ 'tooth'
swâ 'go'
e-swâ 'going, gait'
e-swâ 'edge of cutting instrument'
ai 'full, distended, puffed up'
ai (onomat.) 'incessantly (crying)'
åi 'a kind of verse'
åi 'remain in a body, without advancing'
ai' (express. of disgust)
kai 'deliver from evil, save'
kai 'be distended, puffed, swollen'
kai 'oblique, sidewise'
kåi 'exceed, surpass, excel'
e-kåi 'proportion of alloy; chief'
kai' 'remove gradually, bit by bit; by degrees'
e-kai' 'stage in process of gradual removal'
kai' (verb. affix of time)
kai'-rai' 'dispraise, censure'
kyai 'wide, broad'
kyai 'wide apart'
kyái-kyái 'intensely' (of heat of sun)
krai 'star'
kräi 'scatter; sow'
khai-ma 'wife's younger sister, man's younger brother's wife'
khái 'lead or tin'
khái 'coagulated, indurated'
e-khái 'hard mass'
khaí 'bite and hold fast'
khái- 'remarkably' (obs.) < käi
khái-ui 'woman's elder sister's husband, husband's elder brother'
khái-laí 'glutinous rice'
khai 'bring'
khai' (verb, qual. affix)
khyai 'variegate, diversify by painting; be flowery'
khyáí } 'make wide apart; be
khrai' } diffuse; (prn. khyáí') magnify'
khyai' 'wide, spread out'
khyai' (prn. khyáí') 'be weak, infirm'
khyai'-khyai' (prn. khyáí'-khyáí') 'tremulously, from sudden passion'
qái 'small, little, inferior'
qái 'lean, be inclined on one side; partial'
hqái 'incline, set on one side'
cái 'cease, stop, subside'
cái-yáí 'sp. of dogbane'
chái 'take out of water, save'
e-chái 'ten'
chái (verb. affix, future)
chái 'revile, abuse in words'
ńái 'you' < ńañ
tái 'temporary abode, booth, tent' < tañ or tăn
táí-tái 'by a very little' (cf. tá-tá)
tai 'very' (intensive)
tai 'decoy a wild bird'
thai 'a plough; to plough'
e-thái 'inside, inner part of
thing'
nai 'component parts of territory
or jurisdiction'
nai 'curved stick that stretches
cloth in loom'
nai 'a pawn in chess'
nai 'knead with hands, or trample phai' 'break off a small piece
with feet'
ñaï 'be few' < nān
nai 'loose, not firm'
hnai 'kind, sort, manner'
hnai 'wind instrument with holes
on side'
hnai 'rub (hair) with lime juice
etc., to make it soft'
hnai 'loosen'
pai } 'square measure of
è-pai } ground' (= 1-3/4 acres)
pai 'put aside, away; reject;
tare or tret'
pài 'weight equal to six or
eight seeds'
pài 'leguminous plant'
pai' 'stern of boat; steer'
pai 'broken off; chipped;
crumble; hare-lipped'
è-pai' 'bit broken off, chip'
pài'-tæŋ 'an echo'
è-pai 'madam' (compell.)
prai 'waste (intr.), become weak,
less vivid or pungent'
prai 'jest with, put to blush'
(prai 'show' + rai 'laugh,' acc. to Jud.)
prai 'gape, expand, flare'
phai 'go aside, put aside'
phai 'saw-set, saw-wrest'
phài 'satin'
phài 'playing card'
phài 'go aside, get out of the
way'
è-phai' 'a bit broken off'
phrài 'pul¿ open, make gape'
bhai 'left side'
lak-wài 'left hand' < phai 'go
aside'?'
bhai } 'what'
è-bhai
bhai } 'duck'
bhài (verb. affix)
mai } 'mother'
è-mai
mài 'anil, indigo'
mài 'a lot' (raffling)
mài 'extra weight put on one side
of balance for equilibrium'
mài 'dark, black' < màñ
màï 'threaten, terrify'
màï- 'kind of tree'
mái' 'disfigured in face, as when
crying'
mái' 'be wanting, not full'
mrài 'an ass' < mràñ
mrài } 'continue the same, re-
è-mràï } main unchanged, be stable'
hmài 'mole' (on skin) < hmàñ'
yai (affix = 'and')
yai 'loose, flimsy'
rai (prn. rañ) 'laugh'
rāi 'bold, courageous'
ē-rāi- 'wilful; bold'
sa-rāi 'bright red color'
pha-rāi 'watermelon'
rài 'satisfied, contented'
hrāi 'extend lengthwise, as thread or cords' (cf. hrañ, hre 'long')
hrāi 'make an opening through a crowd by scattering on both sides'
hrāi-hrāi (onomat.)
lai 'rice-field'
lāi 'product of the lak-pam tree' (cotton-tree)
lāi 'fall down from an erect posture' < làñ
lāi 'change, exchange'
lāi 'empty, as from one vessel into another'
lāi (verb, affix, interr.)
lāi- 'kind of tree, shrub'
lāi- 'twilled'
lai'-lai' 'slightly' (applied to green and blue, also to life)
ē-lai 'middle, center'
ē-lai 'oh!' (pain) (interj.)
ē-lāi (intens. for 'ridicule')
ē-lai'
hlāi 'empty (contents of one vessel into another)'

hlāi-phai 'id.; exchange'
hlāi 'throw down from an erect posture' < hlāñ
sa-lāi 'sand'
sa-lāi 'pomegranate'
sai 'carry from one place to another, remove by repeated processes'
sai 'wonderful!' (interj.)
sāi 'sand'
sāi 'liver' < sāñ
sāi 'be noisy'
sāi-krāi 'discernible; plain'
sai' 'skim, take off by skimming'
sai' (intens. of praise or irony)
ē-sāi-krāi 'upper straps of a Burmese sandal' (krāi 'cord')
hai 'you' (vocative)
hai' (indicative of censuring)
wai 'buy'
tak-wai 'in cross-legged posture'
wai (locative affix)
waī 'whirlpool, eddy'
wāi 'roof in which one side projects over the other'
wāi 'the itch, mange'
wāi 'soar around, as bird'
wāi 'speak with accent'
hwāi 'praise'
kwāi 'you' (vocative)
ea-kwāi, o-kwāi'
kwai 'worship' (comb.)
hwai 'conceal, hide (face)'
ea-kwai 'what conceals'
kwāi 'be divided, split, parted'
(cf. kwa)
kwāi 'dammer bee' (cf. na-kyai 'wasp')
kywāi 'buffalo'
kywāi- 'pumelo, lemon'
krwai 'have in abundance, be wealthy'
krwai- 'rice (of dark color)'
(cf. ṇa'-kywāi = 'variety of rice')
khwāi 'divide, split'
khyaśi 'slimy, sticky'
ea-khyaśi 'any slimy matter'
cwāi 'eyetooth, tusk'
ea-cwāi 'adherence; witchcraft'
cwāi 'stick fast in, adhere; hit (mark); use habitually; chronic'
ea-cwāi 'adherence; witchcraft'
cwāi' 'Tupaia' (like a squirrel)
(cf. cwe')
chhai 'attach to, connect with'
chwāi 'hold with pulling effort, pull, draw'
twāi 'cling to, attach' (cf. cwāi)
twāi 'put together, connect'
(cf. chwai)
ea-twāi 'things tied together; file'
twāi 'be pendent, hang'
twai 'hang suspensively'
nwai 'stretch along, as creeper; creeper'
ea-nwai 'creeper'
nwai-ta 'twelfth month' (obs.)
nwai 'bend flexibly; wheedle'
hnwai 'stretch along in connection, as race'
ea-hnwai 'race, lineage'
hnwai 'procrastinate, delay'
hnwai 'lean sideways, incline'
hnwai 'bend flexibly'
pwai 'feast, festival' < Pali?
pwai 'be past the season'
phwai 'Shan silver money'
phwai } 'be suitable, fit, proper, bhwaı comely, desirable'
ea-bhwaı 'what is suitable'
phwai 'inadhesive; devoid of natural richness'
phwai (expressive of dislike)
phwai 'husks, chaff'
phwai 'small, fine'
e-phwái 'small bit, as of rice'
phwái' 'bind together, connect'
phwái' 'waistcloth'
bhwái' 'honorary title' < Mon?
   (cf. brăi)
bhwái' 'a kind of song'
mwái 'gray, dull, faded; ex-
      hausted; poor'
ywái' 'be drawn aside, distorted,
      awry' (cf. ywâŋ)
e-ywái' 'contrariwise'
rwái 'aim, take aim; intend'
rwái 'be in prime of life; be
      of ordinary size'
e-rwái 'age; age of puberty'
rwâi 'kind of bead'
rwâi 'be pensile, as tear'
hrwái 'soaking wet'
e-rwâi'- 'irrelevant, annoying'
lwái 'easy; yielding'
lwái 'suspend from shoulder;
      carry in womb'
lwâi 'be out of the way, vary'
e-lwâi 'contrariwise'
hlwâi 'outlet by side of reservoir'
hlwâi 'go out of way, turn
      aside'
hlwâi- 'monkey; gibbon'
swái 'slender and tapering'
e-swái 'what is long and
      slender'
swái' 'swing around, as a
      sword; wave, as flag'
O.B. Final -o

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pali</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>δ  'O!'</td>
<td>(interj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o 'cry out, bawl, howl'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o 'ah! eh!'</td>
<td>(interj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-lwāi</td>
<td>'kind of creeper'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kō 'rise up, swell; bulge'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kō</td>
<td>(verb affix, closes sentence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kō (n. affix)</td>
<td>'where, what of?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko</td>
<td>'any viscous substance, glue'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko-pi</td>
<td>'cabbage'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko-ro</td>
<td>'respect, reverence' (cf. kūi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyō</td>
<td>'very hard' (cf. kyok 'stone')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyō 'shining black'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyō 'the back' (cf. kyok)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krō</td>
<td>'catch in a moose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyo</td>
<td>'fine, executed with taste; genteel, polished'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyo 'be talked about, acquire fame' (cf. krak)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyo 'step or pass over' (cf. kyū, kū)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyo</td>
<td>'fry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā-kyo 'aloes wood' &lt; Pali (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krō 'nerve, sinew, vein'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā-krō 'muscle, vein, nerve'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krō 'construct a floor by tying down bamboos'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krō 'take advantage of'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krō 'portion of warp made ready for weaving'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kro'-kram 'rough, rude, boorish'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kro 'shout, call out'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khō 'small basket for presenting offerings'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khō 'stick up, out, protrude'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khō-ma 'flax'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kho 'call; invite; name'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā-kho 'appellation'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyō 'conveyance by stages; relay'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyō 'smooth, fine, handsome'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyō 'slippery; slide along'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyō 'excite a quarrel'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyo 'pacify, coax, soothe'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyo 'the dross of metal'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khyo 'slip, slide off; go aside, err; deride; glance off'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko 'stain-cloud, flaw'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nō 'project, stick up or out' (cf. ṇu, ṇok)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nō 'project'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nō 'stick up obliquely (more than ṇo'); be strong, as scent'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cō 'early; premature'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā-cō 'early'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cō 'intent (as mind), eager (in pursuit)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co 'emit offensive smell'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṇ-co 'offensive smell'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-kāi 'a Karen chief'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-bhwā 'hereditary prince'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chō</td>
<td>'be quick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā-chō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| cho 'restless, meddling, rude;
wanton; be early, as rains'
cho 'rouse, urge on; (cf. chwa');
begin, as rain, wind'
ə-cho 'public crier'
cho 'wooden implement used by
fishermen'
cho 'solder, join by cement'
jō 'sudden emotion' < Pali
ñō 'morinda' (Indian mulberry)
hnō 'smell offensively, as oily
substance' (cf. hnō)
ə-hnō 'offensive smell'
tō 'wood, jungle; wild'
tō 'resent an insinuation;
interfere in a quarrel'
tō- 'guess; at random'
tō 'toss and catch with a
stick'
tō 'tie a certain knot'
tō (verb affix, necessity)
to 'sir, madam'
to 'thing belonging to deity or
sovereign'
to 'loud rumbling noise'
to 'fit, suitable; worthy'
to 'related by birth or marriage'
to 'guess, presume'
to- 'decorations of roof'
to- 'six month'
tho'-nai 'lamely'
θo 'protrude, as lips, be
uneven'
dō-rāŋ 'humming moth'
no' 'immodest, indecent'
no (verb. affix)
hnō 'mix, mingle'
hnō 'large kind of boat'
hnō 'sp. of coffeewort'
ə-no-ə-ta 'instruction, orders'
pō 'plentiful; numerous'
pō-lō 'afloat; float'
pō 'light; insipid; feeble'
ə-po 'stolen; urine'
pō (verb. affix = 'of course')
pō 'appear; rise to view'
ə-po 'upper part, upper surface'
ə-pō 'bundle, sheaf of thatch'
pyo' } 'soft, tender, lax'
pro' }
pyo 'be sound asleep'
pyo 'enjoy one's self, be happy'
pyo 'quite ripe, very soft'
pro (more than pro')
prō 'say, speak, tell'
ə-prō 'speech'
prō 'much, abundant' (obs.)
ə-prō 'extent of surface'
prō } 'kind of drum'
byō }
pro'-krōŋ 'flute'
phō 'boom of boat sail'
phō 'swollen, bloated; buoy up,
as in swimming'
phō 'lighten, make light'
phō 'float by an effort; a
buoy'
phō } 'produce, bring to light'
phō 'associate, keep com-
pany' (cf. pōŋ)
e-bho } 'associate, companion'
e-pho
phyo 'pale, faded; look sickly'
phyo 'coax, appease; make happy; lull to sleep'
phyo 'dilute, make thin; dissolve'
yô 'a Yaw'
ê-phyo 'a sweet liquor'
phyo-phyo (intensive)
phrô 'parboil'
ôô 'private books' < Pali
sa-bhô } 'nature, disposition'
bhô
bho 'pure silver'
mô 'tired, fatigued'
ê-mô 'fatigue'
ô 'turn up face, look up'
ô 'ascending, high in slanting direction; look forward in upward direction; haughty' (cf. mok 'high')
enô 'promontory'
ô-kwân } 'inscription, register'
hmô-kwân
ô-ô 'kind of silk'
ôô 'pole, slender post'
ôô 'float down, drift'
ôô } 'faint away'
môô
ôô 'long, stretched out' (cf. rôô)
ôô 'look forward to, expect'
hmô 'certain magical power'
hmô 'kind of plant, duckweed'
hmô-ôô 'kind of velvet'
en-hmô 'refuse, part, threshed
pods of peas and beans (cf. en-hmûik)
hmôô 'set adrift'
hmôô 'leech'
hmôô 'look at, behold'
yô 'there now!' (interj.)
mû-yôô 'barley'
ôô 'here! take it!' (interj.)
ôô 'mix, mingle' (cf. hânôô, lyôô, hlo)
ôô (connective, for sô)
ôô (verb. affix)
ôô 'scream, as a fowl'
ôô 'very old, near withering, as leaves' (more than râmôô') (cf. lyôô)
lôô 'sp. of mule' (cf. lâmôô)
lôô 'repeat with greater force than at first'
enôô 'repetition'
lôô 'instantly' (comb.)
lôô 'intolerably' (comb.)
lôô (verb. affix, interr.)
lôô 'a Lao'
lôô 'kind of basket used as receptacle for fowls'
lôô (verb. affix, imperative)
lôô-ôô 'rice liquor'
lôô-môô 'light, vain, wanton'
lyôô 'be on terms of intimacy; be mixed together, mingled' (comb.)
lyôô 'loose, slack; subside'
lyôô 'suit, agree with, be proper'
lyo 'forfeit'
lyo 'sere and yellow, as a leaf'
holo 'stir backward and forward, as in parching peas'
holo- 'boat' (cf. lôn)
holyo (prn. hrô) 'slide down'
holyo' (prn. hro') 'loosen, make lax; lessen, diminish; reduce'
holyo 'kind of tree' (fibrous inner bark used for rope)
hlyo 'wash (hair or clothes)'
sô (verb. affix)
sô 'all at once and with noise' (comb.)
so 'key; lock'
so 'quick, rapid' < Ch.?
so-so' 'quickly'
so 'unsteady, foolish; dissolute'
so 'a Chinese coin'
so (verb. affix, continuative)
so-ka' 'the Amherstia'
hô 'utter in formal manner, as in preaching'
hô 'there!' (interj.)
hô-ram 'disrespectful, insolent; dissolute'
hô 'completely exhausted, out of breath' (cf. huik 'pant')
O.B. Final -u

u' 'lay an egg; egg, bulb'
e-u' 'egg'
ô 'uncle'
ô 'begin, be first'
ô 'beginning, fore part, head'
eô 'beginning'
ô 'polish, make bright'
(verb. affix) 'again, more'
u } 'intestines; pith of
e-u } plant; pulpy part of
fruit'
u' 'howl (onomat. ?); be much'
u' 'stale, tainted, begin to
putrefy' (cf. ui 'old')
kû' { 'give medicine, cure'
e-kû' { 'kû' -kû 'wild sarsaparilla'
ku } 'room in hollow pagoda'
gu } < Pali ?
kû 'help'
e-kû- 'assistance'
kû 'coo, as dove'
kû 'cross over, transfer'
kyûu 'filthy, dirty, foul'
kyu 'species of reed'
kyu-kyu 'incessantly' (of crying)
kyûu 'go beyond, trespass, exceed'
kyûu 'produce melodious sound,
utter (as a Buddh)'
kru 'diffuse a pleasant odor'
krû 'be excessive' (appetite)
khu' } 'a unit, an individual'
e-khu' } 'thing'
khu' 'prop up; eke out'
e-khu' 'short prop, fulcrum'
khu'-nac 'seven'
khu 'thread beams in loom'
khu 'trough turning on pivot'
khu 'hairy caterpillar'
khu 'whitlow or felon'
khu 'sunfish or sea jelly'
khû 'take out or up and put into
a dish; pluck, gather'
khyu 'jingle, small bell,
whistle'
khyu 'twist off (fruit) with
pole; extract (urine,
faeces)'
khyu 'leguminous annual' (beans
rattle in pod)
khyu-khya 'full of sores,
diseases'
khyû } 'kind of mermaid'
khû }
qu' 'Cassia lignum' (tree)
qu 'the green pigeon'
qu 'project convexly'
e-qu 'promontory, projection'
qu-ku 'envious, malevolent'
cu 'collect, gather together'
e-cu 'collection, booty'
cu 'protuberate in a point'
cû 'prick, pierce'
cû-cû 'straightforward'
cû-tuik 'set on (a dog)'
chu 'a reward, prize'
chu 'boil (intr.), bubble'
chu 'be fat, obese'
chû (num. aux., deities)
ë-chû 'thorn; sting of insect';
chû 'smart, with sharp darting pain, as eyes'
ë-chû 'young, tender; fine'
ë-nu' 'leper'
ë-nu' 'medicine or charm to excite love' (cf. hũi 'charm')
pu' 'dwarfish'
pu'-cán 'kind of locust'
pu'-cwan 'crabs, lobsters, shrimps'
pu'-chac 'knee'
pu'-chin 'ax'
pu'-chín 'waistcloth'
pu'-tf' 'bead, string of beads'
pu'-lái 'pearl'
pu 'round basket with cover'
pu 'bulge in middle'
pu 'hot; troubled'
ë-pu 'heat'
pu 'urgent, as business'
pã 'guinea pig'
pã 'join, unite; possess, as spirit'
pyu-pyu- 'courteous'
pru' 'do, perform; commit'
ë-pru' 'deed, action'
pru' 'sp. of mangrove producing tannic acid'
pru 'project a little (from an
aperture')
prü 'sp. of reed'
prū 'protuberate, as the eyes'
prū 'be a couplet, triplet'
phū 'protuberance, bunch; be knotty, knobby'
ē-phū 'protuberance, bunch; boil'
phū 'bud, swell into protuberance'
ē-phū 'a bud; a pimple, boil'
phū-koŋ 'guinea-pig'
phyū 'sprinkle, scatter in fine particles'
phyū 'be high and slender'
phru 'porcupine'
phru 'white'
ē-phru 'whiteness'
phru-chaṁ-mraŋ 'kind of grass'
kyū 'kind of tree'
bhū 'gourd'
bhū (verb. affix)
mu'-chit 'beard' < mut-chit
mu'-chūi 'huntsman'
u-'yō 'barley'
u-'rāŋ 'kind of rice plant'
u-'rāi 'kind of tree, mudar'
u-'lē 'kind of creeper'
u-'sa 'falsehood' < Pali mūsa
mu 'original writing from which transcript is made' <
mu-la' < Pali
mu 'do, perform'
ē-mu 'deed, action'
mā 'weight' (2 pes)
mā ē-mā 'person of rank'
mā 'giddy, dizzy; intoxicated'
mru 'liquid measure (of various capacities)'
mru 'floating dust particles'
mru 'kind of plant, eaten with sesamum seed'
mru 'feel pleasurable sensations; caper with excitement'
hmū 'regard as important, respect'
hmū 'be chief, rule over'
ē-hmū 'chief' (cf. mūgh)
ē-hmū 'business, work'
hmru 'delight; allure'
yu 'take; be of opinion'
ē-yu 'opinion'
thāṅ-rā 'the pine or fir'
rā 'mad, insane'
ē-rā 'fool, madman'
hrū 'breathe; draw into nose, mouth; smoke'
hrū 'flying squirrel'
hrū 'become less in size toward the end, taper'
hrū 'poh!' (interj.)
lu' 'pull, take by force, snatch'
lu' (verb. affix, near future)
lu 'man'
lu 'disproportionately tall'
lu 'flutter with upward motion'
lû 'sp. of grain, *Panicum*'
lû 'smear, daub'
lû 'roll from side to side'
lû-tê 'kind of verse, lullaby'
hlu 'give for a religious purpose'
ê-hlu 'religious offering'
ê-hlu' 'halloo!' (interj.)
ê-hlu-ê-hlê 'small thing; flea'
su 'a person'
su- 'sp. of trumpet flower'
ê-su 'who' < ê-bhai-su
hu' (verb. affix)
hu 'say, declare; mean'

hu 'sound, as buzzing noise in ear'
O.B. Final -ui

ui 'old, aged; ugly'
ui (vocative, pain, disapproval)
dí 'pot, jar, chatty'
kui 'brother'
kui (n. affix, objective)
kuíy (= kúi?) 'animal body'
kuiy 'one's self'
kúi 'nine'
kúi 'trust in, rely on, receive as teacher or object of worship'
kúi-ṇúi- 'sprawlingly, confusedly'
khyúi 'wash, bathe'
khyúi }
kyúi 'boil to a pulp'
kryúi }
kyúi 'follow directions respectfully; take pains with'
kryúi 'endeavor, make exertion'
krúi 'be broken crosswise, lengthwise; burst; split'
krúi 'consequence, result'
e-krúi- 'go to meet'
e-krúi- 'a hiccup'
krúi 'kind of tree'
krúi 'bow down, stoop'
krúi 'thread, string, chain'
krúi 'kind of song'
krúi- (onomat.)
krúi-kra 'a crane' (bird)
krúi-krá 'at intervals'
krúi-krúi 'creakingly'
krúi-táí krúi-táí 'with cracks or spaces between'
e-krúi-e-krá 'intermediate space, a lane'
khui 'pigeon' (cf. khrúi)
khui 'take shelter, refuge'
khúi 'steal'
e-khúi 'effluvium, exhalation; smoke' (mf-khúi)
khyúi }
sweet; fresh'
e-khyúi-

krúi 'break crosswise'
e-khyúi-
khyúi }
krúi 'horn'
khyúi (pron. gyúi) }

krúi 'broken burnt rice'
gyúi 'offering in rice pot'
khyúi 'defective, incomplete'
e-khyúi 'some'
khrúi 'perform austerities'
núi 'cry, weep'
núi 'dark in color; darken (cf. ñúi)
núi 'slightly dark' (cf. ñúi')
núi }

'feel ill-will towards'
e-núi }

(c.f. nru-cu)
cuí 'be wet'
cuí 'broken rainbow'
cuí 'punch, short chisel'
cuí 'appear, as projecting end of thing; suck'
e-cuí 'sprout; peg or nail'
cuí }

'be chief; rule'
e-cuí }
cuí 'be concerned, anxious'
e-cuí-rim 'anxiety'
củi-cảnh 'a little'
củi-củi 'chirpingly'
 củ-i 'class of persons in government service (< cui 'appear')
 chuí 'say, speak'
 chuí 'stop up, obstruct'
 củ-chuí 'stopper, plug'
 củi 'bad, vicious, wicked'
 củi 'dye'
 củi 'dark; deep-blue or green; darken' (cf. ṇrüi)
 củ- củi 'a dark shade'
 củi-ky củi 'the skin'
 củi 'slightly dark'
 củ- củi- củi 'noisy'
 củi 'a bowstring'
 củ- củi 'integument of intestines'
 củi 'charm, lure, decoy'
 củi 'dull, faded, wither, of dejected countenance'
 lák- củi 'forefinger'
 củ- củi 'measure of length spanned by thumb and forefinger'
 tui 'short'
 tui 'large basket'
 tui 'touch lightly'
 tui' (affix, plural)
 tůi 'kind of fabulous animal'
 tůi 'advance; increase, be enlarged'
 củ-tůi 'interest on money'
 tůi 'push, butt, shove against'
 tůi-tůi 'softly, not loud'
thuí 'that' (= Coll. hui)
 thuí 'thrust; operate on; stab; strike; write, engrave'
důi 'a playing ball; engrave'
nuí 'breast, milk'
 củ-nuí 'part of woman's jacket'
nuí 'thus' < sůi, acc. to Jud.
 núi 'awake' (intr.)
 núi 'awake, rouse' (tr.)
puí 'basket, smaller than put'
puí 'piece used in certain game'
puí 'crosspiece on deck of boat'
puí 'exceed, be superabundant'
puí 'excess, surplus'
puí 'weight equal to 5 ticals' (obs.)
puí 'convey, conduct (to person or place); teach; offer'
puí 'be thrown into or upon; have earth thrown into' (pit)
puí 'insect; silkworm'
puí 'fix or fasten one on another; bear on back'
puí-củi- 'recklessly'
puí-puí- 'in the prime of life'
 củi 'young, in the prime of life'
puí 'young unmarried woman'
puí 'sacred verse' (4 syllables)
puí 'retch, make effort to vomit'
puí 'to plant; a plant'
 pruí 'break down, fall to pieces'
 pruí 'shine' (obs.)
 phuí 'barren, without offspring'
 phuí 'spring, or without fruit'
phui 'be out of breath' (comb.)
phui 'bellows' (cf. tām-pū 'a horn,' also 'a wave')
phui 'fireplace'
phui 'throw into or upon; fill up, as a pit'
phūi-khoq 'green barbet'
phūi-rāi- 'loosely, disorderly'
e-phūi' 'part, portion, share'
e-phūi' 'price'
e-bhāi
e-phūi 'grandfather'
e-bhāi
phyūi 'fat, corpulent, swell
phrūi 'up, be convex'
phyūi-phyūi- 'with crushing or rumbling noise'
philui 'break down, demolish'
muī 'elevated, raised in center' (cf. mo, mok)
mūgh (= muī) 'sky; rain'
muī 'elevated, raised in center'
muī 'slightly raised or swelled'
mui (affix, causative)
mūi 'cover without contact;
spread overhead; be chief'
e-mūi 'a roof; a chief'
mūi-tūi- 'standing erect'
myūi 'swallow'
myūi 'seed, seed grain'
e-myūi 'race, kind, class'
Mrūi 'fortified place, city'
Mrūi 'be pleased with' (cf. Mrū)

hmui 'fungus, mushroom'
hmui 'product of the lak-pam tree, resembling cotton'
yui 'preserves, confectionery'
yui 'to leak; be injured'
yui- 'mock'
yui 'keep limbs in snug position, moving gently for fear of offending' (cf. krui')
yui 'right!' (interj.)
yāi 'suspect of a crime'
rui 'respect'
rāi 'bone; stalk; handle;
erāi ridge; lineage'
rāi 'plain, simple; artless; honest; old-fashioned'
rāi- 'kind of creeper, tree'
rāi-rak 'glitter'
rāi-rāi-ri-ri 'obscurely' (cf. rē-rē)
rāi-rāi-rwa'-rwa' 'creepy; tickling'
hrui 'set on fire, burn'
e-hrāi 'long mark, caused by stroke of whip' (coll.)
lui 'desire, wish for; be lacking; wanted'
e-lui 'desire, need'
lui (verb affix = 'as')
lui'
lūi 'pierce in coitus' (vulg.)
e-lūi 'oh!' (pain) (interj.)
e-lūi-kyu 'sp. of reed'
e-lūi'-lūi' 'in suspense, doubt'
e-lūi (expressive of sudden fright)
hlyui (prn. hrui) 'medicine or charm to secure favor'
hlyui (prn. hrui) 'thrust through; thread; bolt' (cf. lûi)
oe-hlyui 'in manner of thread entering needle's eye'
sui 'penis' (of animals)
sui 'put by, lay up, store' (cf. suik 'treasure')
sui' 'such'
oe-sui' 'how' < oe-bhai-sui'?
sui' (n. affix = 'towards, into')
sûi 'sheep; hat'
sûi 'incipiently putrid; stale, rancid'
oe-sûi 'virility; testicles; incastrated; rancid'
sûi-sûi 'indistinctly heard'
hui 'yon, at a distance within view' (cf. hok)
hûi-hûi 'far and wide'
oe-hui 'time long past'
i' 'soft, tender, delicate'
i 'this'
i 'clothed with food, savory food'
i 'be healthy'
i 'creak, as cart-wheel'
kyi' 'slimy, mucilaginous'
kyi'-kyi' 'gigglingly'
kyi 'granary'
kyi 'crow, raven'
kyi-ak 'slanting roof'
krï 'great, big'
a-krï 'a chief'
khyi' 'endure, hold out'
khyi' 'make level by spreading
khri' 'out the parts'
khyi 'lift, raise; begin'
a-khyi 'child's nurse, bearer'
khyi 'assist, relieve; exalt'
a-khyi 'an exordium'
qrï 'catch, as by nail or thorn, or passion' (cf. ñi')
qrï 'uneasy, discontented; glit-
tering, dazzling' (cf. ñi')
ci 'place one after another
a-ci- in row; each, apiece'
ci 'noisy' (obs.)
cñ 'be mounted on, ride'
a-cñ 'what is ridden upon'
cñ 'flow, run in a stream'
cñ 'advance, increase, be en-
larged'
a-cñ 'fie!' (interj.)
chi 'presence, nearness'
chi 'oil; lymph'

chi 'accord, agree, suit'
chñ 'frost, hoarfrost'
chñ 'urine'
chñ 'put up barrier, impede, ob-
struct; cover, clothe'
chñ 'jujube; wild palm'
jñi' 'be caught, as by fire' (cf. 
qrï')
ñi 'man's younger brother'
ñi 'even; equal; level; accord'
a-ñi 'evenless, accord'
ñi 'uneasy, discontented; glit-
tering' (cf. qrñ)
ña' 'ignite, catch with fire'
ña' 'make even, persuade'
a-ña'
ña' 'smell rank, as fish, blood'
(cf. hññ)
ña' 'dirt, filth, slime;
verdigris; moss'
ti' 'pare off (end) in order to
make even; cut off a little
bit'
ti 'descendant of fourth
ti- generation'
ti 'earthworm'
ti 'clear up wild ground' < tañ
	ti-ti (used in calling fowls)
tñ 'strike in order to produce
sound, strike (clock), beat'
tñ-tñ 'soft in speech'
tñ-tñ 'large horned owl'
a-ti 'what'
a-ti 'branch of sugar palm, pro-
ducing fruit out of season
thi' } 'touch; hit'
ə-thi'-

thi 'fear, stand in awe of' (cf. thit)

thif 'umbrella'

thf 'single, alone'
ə-thif 'alone'

thf- 'large bird (fabulous)'

di 'tide' < Mon ?

dî 'cry made by boys in certain games'

ni } 'red'
ə-ni-

nî 'near'
ə-nî 'nearness'

hnî 'strip of bamboo'

hnî 'spread out, for purpose of supporting; put, place'
ə-hnî 'anything spread out; diaper'

hnî 'discuss' (obs.)

pi' 'be pressed, flattened, crushed'
pi'-cap 'kind of tree'
pi-lâ 'kind of tortoise'
pf-phi ' (not) at all' (coll.)
pf-lûm 'sp. of thrush'

pri 'be accurate, exact'

pri (verb. affix, past)

pri-pri 'at all'

pri 'be done, completed'
ə-pri 'finish, completion'

pri (verb. affix = pri)

phi' 'press downward, crush, flatten'

ə-phi' 'a weight, a paper-weight'

phi 'prevent, hinder'

phi (express. of disgust)

phi 'to comb, brush' = phrî

phi 'be in good flesh, good condition'

ə-phi' 'ancestor of the fourth
ə-bhi' 'degree'

ə-phi 'pent-house, small shed'

< phi 'lean against' ?

ə-ϕî 'mark caused by blow of flat instrument'

phrî 'to comb, brush'

bhi' (verb. affix, euphonic)

bhi 'a trap in which a plank falls and crushes animal'

< phi 'crush'

bhî 'wheel; reel' < bhîn

bhî 'a comb, brush' = phî

mi' } 'mother'
ə-mi'

mi' 'daughter'

mi' 'get hold of, catch;
ə-mi' 'obtain' (cf. ŋi', ɲi')

mi' (qual. affix, carelessness)

mi'-k'yôn 'alligator, crocodile'

mi'-mi' 'one's self'

mî 'fire; light'

mî-phru 'pure silver'

mî-yap 'menses'

mri 'debt'

mrî } 'a tail'
ə-mrî

hmî 'reach, overtake, catch'
(note diff. in finals)

hmi 'lean upon, against; adhere to'
è-hmi 'anything to lean on'
hmi (verb. affix)
hmi 'store up'
è-hmè 'a stock' (cf. è-hnè)
ri' 'gentle, moderate'
ri' 'rotten, as cloth'
ri' 'gleet, run, as pus'
è-ri' 'any slimy discharge'
ri 'darkish, dusky; dizzy'
è-rè 'paternal aunt'
ò-rè 'uncle (mother's elder brother)'

hri' 'be'
hri-hri 'hissingly'
li' (verb formative)
li-cai } 'plan, calculate in
li-chai } the mind'
è-li 'a time, turn'
liå 'penis' (vulgar)
hlè 'diminutive'
hlè 'cut with a sliding motion, cut a slice'

si' 'know'
è-si' 'a witness'
si 'go by near, skim along'
si 'string, as beads; file'
si 'sing, chant'
si 'be dim, as eyes from age'
sï 'kind of tree'
sï 'bear fruit'
è-sï 'fruit'
sï 'put a space between, divide,
O.B. Final -e

e 'be cool, cold; be extinguished'
ê 'be cool'
əê 'cold'
ə 'yes' (interj.)
ə (pron. used vocatively)
ke (expletive)
kye 'be rubbed out, erased'
kyê 'province, district'
kyê 'parrot'
kyê-jû 'advantage; favor'
kre 'reduced to small particles; be digested; be bruised'
kre-ña 'be extensively known, notorious' (cf. kyo)
kre-prâ 'be extensively known, notorious' (cf. kyo)
krê 'copper'
krê 'dirty, filthy' (= gyân (cf. khyê, kyu')
ə-krê 'dirty, filthy'
ə-kre 'lower part of river, country, etc.'
ə-krê 'scales of fish'
khe 'weak, inefficient'
khye 'rub out, erase; cancel'
ə-khye 'a rejoinder at law'
khye (prn. khyân) 'sneeze'
khye (verb. affix, euphonic)
khye 'barking deer'
gyi 'reduce to small particles'
khyê 'the Tavoy redwood'
khyê (prn. khyê) 'excrement'
ə-khyê 'dirty, filthy, rust'
khê 'borrow, lend; hire' (cf. krwê 'debt')
khyê-sac 'leopard cat' (local)
khare 'foot, leg'
ə-khare 'foundation; foot'
ηê 'be absent minded'
ce 'send on business, employ'
ə-ce 'service'
ce (verb. affix, causat.)
ce' 'join by a union of parts; cement; be complete; close'
ə-ce' 'close union'
cê 'sticky, adhesive'
ə-cê 'gum' (of tree)
cê-khyum 'a thicket'
ə-cê 'a seed'
ə-cê 'ancestor of 7th degree'
chê 'drug; tobacco; paint'
chê 'slow, diliitary'
chê 'the periwinkle'
jhê 'market, bazar'
te 'beat, pound, pulverize'
te 'dirty, wicked'
te 'do repeatedly and constantly'
te 'adulterated metal'
te 'place end to end, or edge to edge; be very near (cf. ce')
tê 'a song'
the 'exchange, barter' < than (prn. thai)
thè 'calk with pitch'
ne 'sun'
ne 'stay, remain; dwell'
ə-ne 'state, condition'
ne' 'day (from sunrise to sunset)'
hnë 'be slow, move slowly'
pe 'palmyra palm tree or leaf'
  (ca-pe 'writings, books')
pe } 'foot in measure'
ê-pe } < Mon ?
pe 'anvil'
pe 'have edge or point turned;
    dull, blunted'
pe 'dirty; vile; vicious'
pe (verb. affix, euphonic)
ê 'give; offer'
pre 'be loosed, untied, as a
    knot; be made smooth'
ê-pre- 'evenness'
prê 'run'
ê-prê 'running, course'
phê } 'scab over'
ê-phê }
phê 'ward off evil from another'
phê 'be broken down in strength
    by labor or punishment'
ê-phê }
ê-bhe }
ê-phê }
ê-bhê }
phre 'untie, unroll; appease'
ê-phre 'answer to question, key'
be 'induration in the viscera, in
    consequence of fever'
bhê 'fear' < Pali
me 'May' < Eng.
me 'forget; be stunned, swoon'
mê 'lower jaw'
mê 'ask, enquire'
ê-mê 'a question'

mre 'earth, ground'
mre 'decayed, crumbling, rotten,
    as wood or clot'
mrê (prn. mrâñ) 'grandchild'
hmê } 'be faded, as color;
hmrê } be on wane, as power'
hmê } 'overspread, or be over-
hmrê } spread with any thick
    matter; be nearly shut,
    as eyes from weakness'
    (hmrê frq. prn. hmê)
ê-hmrê 'any membraneous matter
    covering something, as
    spider's web'
re 'water'
ê } 'count, enumerate'
ê-re }
ê-re 'write; delineate, paint'
ê-re 'writing'
ê-re }
ê-rê 'business, affair'
ê-rê }
ê-rê 'obscurely' (cf. ri-ri)
ê-re 'skin' (cf. ê-krê)
hre 'be long' < hrâñ
hre 'forepart, before; future'
ê-hre 'the east'
hre 'former time'
hre- 'kind of tree'
le 'air, wind'
le 'be scattered, lost, evapor-
    ated; be unsteady, wander
    about'
le (verb. affix, euphonic)
le 'practise, acquire a habit'
ê-le 'a habit'
le' 'fly away, as chaff'  
"e-he-kə (indicative of fatigue)  
frə
le'-le' (onomat.)
le' 'bow for shooting'
le' 'four'
le' 'heavy; slow; depressed in  
      mind'
ə-le' 'a weight'
le' 'respect'
ə-le (num. formative)
ə-hle 'boat'
hle-kə 'stairs; ladder'
hle-kə 'Bauhinia'
hle' 'winnow'
ə-hle' 'winnowing'
hlə 'diminutive, small'
ə-hlə 'refuse particle, chaff'  
      (cf. hli)
khwə-hlə 'flea' (khwə 'dog')
se' 'intoxicating liquor or drug'  
se' 'die; be extinguished'
ə-se' 'dead'
se' 'wind (thread) on a quill  
      from the spindle'
se' 'fall short of a perfect  
      state, as a stunted tree'
sə 'urine' (vulg.)
sə 'small, fine, slender; mean,  
      paltry; feeble'
ə-sə 'a little matter'
sə (noun affix = 'yet')
he
he' (vocative) < Pali
hə
hə (indicative of effort) <  
Bengali
we 'misty, darkish; dizzy'
we 'bubble and run over; luxuriant'
we 'distribute, dispense'
we (term of compellation)
we' 'run around (an object), veer'
ə-wwē 'shifting of wind' (cf. lwai')
wē 'far, fig; dull'
ə-wē 'distance'
hwe' 'push with head or horn, propel violently' (cf. khwe')
hwē 'testicles'
ə-wē 'yes, halloo' (also term of compellation)
kwe- 'be parted' (comb) (cf. kwa)
kwe'- 'kind of leprosy' < Pali?
kwe' 'bend round, be curved'
ə-kwe' curve, corner'
kwē 'bend, curve'
ə-kwē 'thing that is curved'
kywē } 'call out, shout'
krwē }
kywē 'give a meal, feed'
kywē 'wild yam'
krwe 'shellfish, cowry'
krwe 'fall off, as leaves'
krwē 'a debt'
ə-krwē 'on credit'
khwe 'curve, coil'
ə-khwe 'a coil'
khwe 'gather (fuel)'
khwē 'to check (in chess)'
khwē' 'push with head, butt' (cf. hwe')
khwē }
ə-khwē } 'flat ring, ferrule'
khwē 'dog'
khywe }
khrwe }
khywe 'economical, frugal'
khrwe }
khywē 'sweat'
khrwē }
khywā-ma' 'daughter-in-law, son's wife'
khrwe- 'surround, attend' (comb.)
ə-khrwe- 'attendants'
gwē 'variety of sandstone'
kwe'- 'with red ochre'
gwē 'wild apple'
ŋwe 'silver'
ŋwe' 'appear in small measure, be a symptom; be gentle; flicker'
ə-ŋwe' 'glimpse, shadow; exhalation, vapor, steam, smoke'
cwe 'rain incessantly'
cwe 'shut one eye while looking with the other'
cwe' 'kind of squirrel' (with pointed snout) (cf. cwai')
cwe' 'taper at the end' (cf. swai)
chwe }
ə-chwe' chhwai)
chwē 'decayed, rotten'
chwê- 'scarify'
chwê- 'investigate'
jwê 'kind of bird'
twe 'confused, lost; stupefied'
twe 'consolidate, make compact, cohere; be firm; stand firm' (cf. cwai)
ẽ-twe 'solid mass'
twe 'flow incessantly'
twe' 'feel (by feeling), find'
twê 'consider, deliberate on' (cf. cwe)
twê (intensive for redness)
thwe 'diverse, various'
thwe 'throw with swinging motion of arms'
thwê 'mixed together'
ẽ-thwê 'a mass'
thwê 'spit'
thwê 'be the youngest'
thwê-thwê- 'be scarlet'
dwê 'two' < Pali
nwe- 'hot season'
nwê } 'warm'
hrnwê
hnwê 'skin, peel off' (cf. hnwa)
pwe 'be confused'
ẽ-pwe 'confusion'
pwe' 'support on one or both arms; armful'
ẽ-pwe' 'armful'
pwê 'bamboo rat'
pwê 'ringworm'
pwê- 'senna'
prwe } 'pipe, flute'
pu'-lwe
phwe 'seek, search for'
phwê 'very white'
bhwe 'circular flexure in hair of animals, esp. horses'
ẽ-pwê 'outer scaly parts of fruit or bark of tree'
mwe 'relics of Buddha'
ẽ-mwe 'inheritance, estate'
mwe' 'sleep, enjoy sleep'
mwe' 'enjoy, be pleased'
mwe' 'fine, delicate'
mwê } 'hair of body'
ẽ-mwê
mwê 'bear, bring forth'
mwê 'feed; rear'
mrwe 'snake'
hmwe 'stir up, agitate, annoy'
hmwe' 'twirl about, whirl'
hmwê 'smell sweet, be fragrant'
ẽ-hmwê 'fragrant scent'
ẽ-mwe' 'glimpse, shadow, vapor'
(cf. ẽ-nwê')
rwe 'hew'
rwe 'associate familiarly'
ẽ-rwe 'intimate associate'
rwe- 'yield'
rwe' } 'move from one's place'
rwe' 'be as much as' (obs.)
rwê 'kind of tree'
rwê 'select, choose; fastidious'
rwê } 'redeem, ransom'
hrwe 'gold'
hrwe 'slant, be oblique'
hrwe' 'move a thing out of its place'
hrwe' 'shoo!' (interj.)
lwe' 'be enough' (obs.)
lwê 'feed one's self with hand greedily'
swe 'deviate, go aside'
swe' 'become dry, free from moisture'
mi-swe 'dead coal, charcoal'
    (mi 'fire')
swê } 'blood; disposition'
swe 'whet, rub, polish'
e-swe 'rubbing, sharpening'
swê 'draw along, persuade to accompany'
swê- 'kind of bird'
e-swe 'color, appearance'